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Abstract
According to the World Health Organization, only about the half of upper
extremity amputees receive prosthetic limbs and only the half of this group
consistently use their prosthetic limbs. The prominent reasons that hinder
widespread adaptation of prosthetic devices are their high cost, non-intuitive
control interface and insufficient dexterity for performing activities of daily
living. This dissertation aims to address these challenges and presents the
design, implementation, experimental characterization and human subject
studies of a low cost, customizable, variable stiffness transradial hand pros-
thesis controlled through a natural human-machine interface.
The transradial hand prosthesis features a low cost, robust, adaptive
and lightweight design, thanks to its tendon-driven, under-actuated, com-
pliant fingers and variable stiffness actuation. In particular, the under-
actuated compliant fingers feature high dexterity by naturally adapting to
different object geometries and provide impact resistance. Antagonistically
arranged Bowden-cable based variable stiffness actuation enables indepen-
dent modulation of the impedance and position of the main tendon of pros-
thesis. Moreover, Bowden-cable based transmission allows for the actua-
tor/reduction/power module to be opportunistically placed remotely, away
from the transradial hand prosthesis, helping significantly decrease the weight
of the device. Furthermore, the transradial hand prosthesis, including the
compliant fingers, can be implemented through simple and low-cost manufac-
turing processes, such as 3D printing, and each prosthesis can be customized
to ensure an ideal fit to match the needs of the transradial amputee.
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The tele-impedance control of the variable stiffness transradial hand pros-
thesis is performed through a natural human-machine interface based on sur-
face electromyography (sEMG) signals. This interface, together with variable
stiffness actuation, enables the amputee to modulate the impedance of the
prosthetic limb to properly match the requirements of the task at hand, while
performing activities of daily living. In particular, the regulation of the impe-
dance is managed through the impedance estimations extracted from sEMG
of intact muscle groups of the amputated arm; this control takes place nat-
urally and automatically as the amputee interacts with the environment,
while position of the prosthesis is regulated intentionally by the amputee
through sEMG signals collected from the muscles placed under shoulder and
chest. The proposed approach is advantageous, since the impedance regula-
tion takes place naturally from task to task or during execution of a single
task without requiring amputees’ attention and diminishing their functional
capability. Consequently, the proposed interface does not require long train-
ing periods or interfere with control of intact body segments, and provides
amputee with ease of use. The performance of the transradial hand prosthe-
sis under tele-impedance control is experimentally evaluated. Experimental
results indicate that both position and stiffness can be adequately estimated
using sEMG signals and rendered through variable stiffness actuator of the
transradial hand prosthesis.
The effectiveness of task-dependent impedance modulation in increasing
amputees’ dexterity while interacting with a variety of environments is inves-
tigated through a set of human subject experiments. In particular, healthy
volunteers are physically attached to the transradial hand prosthesis and are
asked to perform several tasks using the prosthesis. The attachment of the
prosthesis to the volunteer is designed to ensure realistic scenarios, by al-
lowing interaction forces between the prosthesis and the environment to be
appropriately transmitted through the physical couplings, while also ensuring
consistent placement of the prosthesis for good hand-eye coordination. Three
tasks that demand different levels of human arm impedance are administered:
i) a contact force minimization task (low arm stiffness case), ii) a trajectory
tracking task (high arm stiffness case), and iii) interaction with a variable im-
pedance environment (modulated arm stiffness case). Experimental results
provide evidence that enabling task-dependent impedance modulation sig-
nificantly improves user performance; hence, the proposed variable stiffness
transradial hand prosthesis holds high promise in increasing the dexterity of
an amputees while executing activities of daily living, improving their quality
of life.
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O¨zet
Du¨nya Sag˘lık O¨rgu¨tu¨nce yapılan aras¸tırmalara go¨re, du¨nya u¨zerinde u¨st
ekstremite ampu¨te bireylerinin yarısı kadarı protez hizmeti alırken, bu grubun
da sadece yarısı kadarı istikrarlı olarak protez kullanımını su¨rdu¨rebilmektedir.
Kullanım seviyesindeki du¨s¸u¨s¸u¨n o¨nde gelen sebepleri arasında, protezlerin
gu¨nlu¨k aktivitelerin gerc¸ekles¸tirilmesi sırasında kullanımlarının kolay ve el-
veris¸li olmayıs¸ları, ve piyasada yu¨ksek fiyatlarla satıs¸a sunulmaları yer al-
maktadır. Belirtilen problemlerin c¸o¨zu¨mu¨ne yo¨nelik olarak bu doktora tez
c¸alıs¸masında, du¨s¸u¨k maliyetli, kis¸iye o¨zel o¨lc¸u¨lerde ayarlanabilen, dog˘al kon-
trol arayu¨zu¨ ile kontrol edilebilen deg˘is¸ken esneklig˘e sahip transradial el pro-
tezinin dizaynı, u¨retimi, deneysel deg˘erlendirmesinden bahsedilmis¸tir.
Transradial el protezi, tendon ile su¨ru¨lebilen, eksik eyleyicili ve c¸evreye
uyumlu parmaklara sahip olması sayesinde du¨s¸u¨k maliyetli, gu¨rbu¨z, adaptif
ve hafiflik o¨zellikleri ile o¨n plana c¸ıkmaktadır. O¨zellikle, parmaklar ten-
don ile su¨ru¨len, eksik eyleyicili mekanizmalar olarak tasarlanmıs¸ oldug˘undan
deg˘is¸ik geometrideki objelere adapte olabilir, antagonistik olarak yerles¸tirilen
ve Bowden-kablo ile tahriklenen deg˘is¸ken esneklig˘e sahip eyleyicinin (DESE)
sag˘ladıg˘ı empedans deg˘is¸imini herbir falanksa kolaylıkla aktarabilmektedirler.
Kuvvet aktarımının Bowden-kablo yo¨ntemi ile gerc¸ekles¸tirilmesi eyleyicilerin,
redu¨kto¨r ve gu¨c¸ u¨nitesinin el protezinden ayrı olarak daha uzak bir bo¨lgede
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yerles¸tirilmesine imkan sag˘ladıg˘ından, protezin ag˘ırlıg˘ını bu¨yu¨k o¨lc¸u¨de azalt-
maya yardımcı olur. Bununla birlikte, transradial el protezi, 3D yazıcı gibi
u¨retim prosesleri sayesinde kolay ve du¨s¸u¨k maliyet ile ampu¨te bireyin ihti-
yac¸larına yo¨nelik olarak o¨lc¸u¨lendirilerek u¨retilebilir.
Deg˘is¸ken esneklig˘e sahip transradial el protezinin uzaktan empedans kon-
trolu¨, yEMG sinyallerinden faydalanılarak tasarlamıs¸ oldug˘umuz dog˘al insan-
makine ara yu¨zu¨ ile gerc¸ekles¸tirilir. Bu arayu¨z ile DESE mekanizması, am-
pu¨te bir bireyin protezin empedansını gu¨nlu¨k aktivitenin ihtiyacına yo¨nelik
olarak kontrol edebilmesine imkan sag˘lamaktadır. Protezin empedans deg˘is¸i-
mi ampu¨te bireyin canlı kas grubundan algılanan yEMG sinyalleri tarafından
dog˘al ve otomatik olarak kontrol edilirken, pozisyon deg˘is¸imi ise go¨g˘u¨s ve
omuz altında yer alan kas gruplarından algılanan yEMG sinyalleri aracılıg˘ı
ile ampu¨tenin istemine bag˘lı olarak kontrol edilir. Bo¨ylelikle, o¨nerilen arayu¨z
sayesinde empedans kontrolu¨ ic¸in vu¨cudun sag˘lam kısımlarına mu¨dahale e-
dilmemis¸ ve ampu¨te ic¸in kullanım kolaylıg˘ı sag˘lanmıs¸ olur. Mekanik tasarım
ve kontrol arayu¨zu¨nu¨n birbiri ile uyumu, ampu¨tenin gu¨nlu¨k aktivitelerin
ihtiyac¸larına kolaylıkla adapte olmasını sag˘lar ve bo¨ylelikle protezin kul-
lanımının o¨g˘renilmesi ic¸in uzun rehabilitasyon su¨rec¸leri gerektirmez. Tran-
sradial el protezinin uzaktan empedans kontrolu¨ deneysel olarak test edilmis¸tir.
Sonuc¸lar, pozisyon ve empedans kontrol referanslarının yEMG sinyalleri a-
racılıg˘ı ile bas¸arılı bir s¸ekilde hesaplandıg˘ını ve DESE ile transradial el pro-
tezinin bas¸arılı bir s¸ekilde kontrol edildig˘ini go¨stermektedir.
Aktiviteye dayalı empedans deg˘is¸iminin ampu¨telerin yeteneklerindeki ar-
tıs¸a olan etkisi bir seri insanlı deneyler gerc¸ekles¸tirilerek incelenmis¸tir. De-
neyler sırasında, transradial el protezi sag˘lıklı bireylerin o¨n koluna fiziksel
olarak bag˘lanır ve bag˘lanan bu protez ile belirlenen go¨revleri yerine ge-
tirmeleri beklenir. Protezin deneg˘in koluna bag˘lanması, ampu¨te bir bireyin
yas¸adıg˘ı kos¸ullara yakın bir durumun sag˘lanmasına, c¸evre ile etkiles¸im sıra-
sında dog˘an kuvvetlerin protez aracılıg˘ı ile bireye aktarılmasına, ve deney
sırasında sag˘lıklı bir el-go¨z koordinasyonunun sag˘lanmasına olanak tanır.
Deneyde farklı seviyelerde insan kolunun empedans deg˘is¸imine ihtiyac¸ duyan
u¨c¸ go¨rev talep edilmis¸tir: i) temas kuvvetini ku¨c¸u¨ltme go¨revi (yu¨ksek esneklik
seviyesi durumu) ii) gidis¸izi takibi go¨revi (du¨s¸u¨k esneklik seviyesi durumu),
ve iii) deg˘is¸ken esneklig˘e sahip c¸evre ile etkiles¸im go¨revi (ayarlanabilir kol es-
neklig˘i durumu). Deneysel sonuc¸lar go¨reve dayalı empedans deg˘is¸iminin kul-
lanıcının performansını iyiles¸tirdig˘ine is¸aret etmektedir. O¨nerilen deg˘is¸ken
esneklig˘e sahip transradial el protezi, ampu¨tenin gu¨nlu¨k aktivitelerini daha
yu¨ksek bir kabiliyet ile gerc¸ekles¸tirmesi ve yas¸am standartını iyiles¸tirmesi
yo¨nu¨nden umut vaadedici bir tasarım nitelig˘i tas¸ımaktadır.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
There are more than two million people in the world living with the limb loss.
However, a rare percentage of this group uses prosthetic limbs in their daily
lives. In particular, World Health Organization reports that only about the
half of upper extremity amputees receive prosthetic limbs and only the half
of this group consistently use their prosthetic limbs. Besides, many people
with an upper-limb amputation prefer to use prosthesis only part time, for
specific tasks, or not at all. The first reason discouraging amputees is that
the commercially available prosthetic hands are both physically and mentally
demanding. Their non-intuitive control interface and insufficient dexterity
during the activities of daily living (ADL) are the major reasons for the re-
gression in demand. Moreover, acquiring a relatively dexterous prosthetic
hands is very costly and many amputees cannot afford such devices. The
available low-cost designs could not satisfy the requirements of ADL. To ad-
dress these challenges, currently several research groups are working towards
developing low-cost but dexterous hand prosthesis, inspired by the biomec-
hanical properties of the human hand and control architecture behind the
neuromusculoskeletal system.
When we examine the human hand with a biomechanical perspective, one
of its striking features is its underlying tendon drive mechanism. In a human
hand, each joint is driven by separate muscles. This allows hand to achieve
a high level of dexterity. However, since design of fully-actuated hand pros-
thesis are complex and their control require high computational effort, this
property cannot be effectively integrated into hand prosthesis. More impor-
tantly, more dexterity though many actuated degrees of freedom necessitates
nonintuitive control interfaces that demand high level of intention from the
amputee to control the each joint of the hand. Such non-intuitive control
interfaces require long training periods such that amputees can learn the use
of prosthetic hand. On the other hand, instead of full actuation, utilizing
the property of tendon driven technique of the natural hand with under ac-
tuation can result in quite feasible prosthetic hand designs. Under-actuated
designs can help diminish the learning period for prosthesis control, necessi-
tate noteworthily less energy and thanks to their lightweight and ease of use,
they can encourage the use of prosthetic hands by amputees.
The other remarkable property of hand biomechanics is its elastic nature.
This feature helps the hand to be impact resistant and self-adaptive to the
environment. Such compliance can be adapted to the hand prosthesis designs
with the aid of today’s manufacturing processes, such as 3D printing and de-
position based manufacturing. Using elastic elements in design of prosthesis
can help achieve robust, lightweight and low cost designs for amputees, while
3D printed parts can be easily customized for personalization of these devices
for better fit to the needs of amputees.
Impedance modulation capability of human hand/limb is another aspect
of human biomechanical system that helps achieve its high level of dexter-
ity. The dexterity of the natural hands can be imitated by integrating the
impedance modulation aspect of human limbs into prosthetic devices. In re-
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cent studies, this idea has been embedded into the design of hand prosthesis
using different approaches. Some research groups implemented varying im-
pedance of hand prosthesis through active impedance control. However, this
approach has limitations in terms of the control bandwidth, as the actuators
and prosthesis behaves like a rigid body over this bandwidth. Besides, in
this approach, controllers and actuators are continuously in use to regulate
the interaction forces; therefore, the system is not energy efficient. More re-
cently, it is observed that merely software based impedance modulation does
not satisfy the demands of the amputees. Hence, hardware based modula-
tion techniques based on variable stiffness actuation (VSA) are developed.
VSA is promising technique to modulate impedance level of prosthetic limbs.
By mimicking the working principle of antagonistic muscle groups in human
hand, VSA can modulate the impedance and position of the joint indepen-
dently and simultaneously.
The control strategy of the human neuromuscular system provides the
ability to adjust mechanical impedance of the limbs to the required level
based on various kind of tasks [1–6]. In particular, the desirable impedance
for the task of discovery in unknown environments is regulated as low impe-
dance. Multi-directional stiffness and damping levels of the limbs are changed
through the antagonistic muscles to stabilize the limbs against perturbed or
unbalanced environments. The reflexive response to unexpected situations
is also a part of neuromotor control architecture to assist the stability of
human-object interaction. These properties enable humans actively and nat-
urally contribute to the effective control of interaction with a varying envi-
ronment. Controlling mechanical impedance of hand makes various kinds of
manipulations possible. For instance, drilling a hole or painting with brush
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needs high level impedance of the limb, whereas holding an egg or a piece
of cotton requires a low level of impedance to prevent damage [7]. Thus,
the controllability of limb impedance bestows a privilege on humans to re-
alize different human-environment interactions with respect to the available
prosthetic hands.
In order to realize more natural prosthesis interface, impedance modula-
tion of hand prosthesis should be performed by human in a natural manner.
It is emphasized in the literature that human-based impedance modulation
improves the amputee’s performance during the ADL [8–10]. As performed
in human neuromuscular system, impedance modulation can also be exe-
cuted utilizing the surface electromyography (sEMG) signals through tele-
impedance control [11].
Along these lines, in this dissertation, we present the design and tele-
impedance control of a variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis together
with human subject experiments to investigate its efficacy. The variable
stiffness transradial hand prosthesis features a low cost, robust, adaptive and
lightweight design, thanks to its tendon-driven, under-actuated, compliant
fingers and variable stiffness actuation. Thanks to under-actuated compliant
fingers, hand prosthesis possesses high dexterity while interacting with the
various geometry of objects and is robust against unexpected environment
conditions, such as undesired impacts. Moreover, the compliant fingers of
the transradial hand prosthesis are implemented with the use of 3D printers
to allow for customization to guarantee an ideal fit to match the needs of the
transradial amputee. Simple and flexible manufacturing processes used in
design help with low-cost and accessibility of the device, while also allowing
for personalization.
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The tele-impedance control of the variable stiffness transradial hand pros-
thesis is performed through a natural human-machine interface based on the
sEMG signals. The coherence of both variable stiffness actuation and tele-
impedance control allows the amputee to naturally adapt to the requirements
of ADL by modulating the impedance of the prosthetic hand. In particular,
the regulation of the impedance is managed through the impedance estima-
tions extracted from sEMG of intact muscle groups of the amputated arm;
this control takes place naturally and automatically as the amputee interacts
with the environment, while position of the prosthesis is regulated inten-
tionally by the amputee through sEMG signals collected from the muscles
placed under shoulder and chest. The proposed approach is advantageous,
since the impedance regulation takes place naturally from task to task or
during execution of a single task without requiring amputees’ attention and
diminishing their functional capability. Consequently, the proposed interface
does not require long training periods or interfere with the control of intact
body segments, and provides amputee with ease of use.
To investigate the effect of human-controlled impedance modulation on
amputees’ performance of conducting ADL, we have implemented a series of
human subject experiments with the variable stiffness transradial hand pros-
thesis. Three tasks that demand different levels of human arm impedance are
administered: i) a contact force minimization task (low arm stiffness case), ii)
a trajectory tracking task (high arm stiffness case), and iii) interaction with a
variable impedance environment (modulated arm stiffness case). The phys-
ical attachment of the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis to the
human forearm reflects realistic conditions for an amputee during the ADL.
Experimental results provide evidence that task-dependent impedance mod-
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ulation significantly enhances participant’s performance. The results also
suggest that tele-impedance control of a variable stiffness hand prosthesis is
a promising research direction to improve the amputee’s performance during
the ADL.
6
1.1 Contributions of this Dissertation
The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
• A variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis is designed and im-
plemented. In particular, an under-actuated tendon based arrange-
ment with compliant fingers is selected as the underlying kinematics
of the prosthetic hand. Under-actuation and tendon based transmis-
sion provide adaptability to the device, while compliant fingers en-
sure coordinated closure of finger phalanges to adapt to object geom-
etry. A Bowden-cable based variable stiffness actuator (VSA) featur-
ing antagonistic quadratic springs realized through expanding contour
cams is used for independent control of position and impedance of the
main actuation tendon of the prosthetic hand. Bowden-cables simpli-
fies power transmission and allow for remote placement of the actua-
tor/reduction/power units to significantly reduce the weight of the de-
vice. Variable stiffness actuation allows for user-controlled impedance
modulation of the hand together with its position control. Independent
and simultaneous position and impedance control performance of VSA
is experimentally characterized and successful achievement of indepen-
dent impedance modulation is verified.
• A natural human-robot interface based on surface electromyography
(sEMG) signals is designed and implemented for tele-impedance con-
trol of variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. In particular,
firstly, the reference position and stiffness levels for the prosthesis are
estimated through sEMG signals for tele-impedance control. Conse-
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quently, the position of the hand prosthesis is regulated intentionally
by the amputee through the estimated position of chest and shoulder
muscles, extracted from sEMG signals of the trapezius and pectoralis
major muscles. Regulation of hand impedance is managed through the
impedance measurements of the biceps and triceps antagonistic muscle
groups. The impedance regulation of the prosthesis takes place natu-
rally and automatically as the amputee interacts with the environment,
without requiring attention of amputees and diminishing their func-
tional capability. Muscle fatigue effect is also compensated for during
the real-time use of variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. The
proposed interface does not require long training periods or interfere
with control of intact body segments, and provides amputee with eas-
iness in use. Feasibility studies are conducted and it is demonstrated
that human-robot interface together with VSA enable the amputee to
modulate the impedance of the prosthetic limb to properly match the
requirements of the task at hand, while performing ADL.
• A set of healthy human subject experiments are designed and con-
ducted to investigate the efficacy of user modulated stiffness in in-
creasing performance of amputees while performing ADL. In particu-
lar, healthy volunteers are physically attached to the variable stiffness
transradial hand prosthesis and are asked to perform several tasks re-
quiring different levels of limb stiffness. Four different conditions are
compared: Three of the test cases administered prosthetic hands with
constant stiffness set to low, intermediate and high levels, while the last
case featured user-modulated stiffness. Statistical evidence from these
experiments suggests that the impedance match between the prosthesis
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and the task has a significant effect on performance and enabling user-
modulated stiffness to match the task requirements significantly im-
proves user performance. Hence, the results provide evidence that pro-
posed variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis hold high promise
in increasing the dexterity of an amputees while executing ADL.
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1.2 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation addresses to design, fabrication, human interface and
tele-impedance control of a variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. In
addition, performance evaluation of the design is presented with a set of
human subject experiments.
In Chapter 2, the mechanical design of the variable stiffness transradial
hand prosthesis is detailed. Modeling of expanding contour cam for nonlin-
ear spring implementation is formally expressed and its working principle is
verified by a physical experiments. Performance of the variable stiffness ac-
tuator is evaluated under different experimental scenarios and performance
evaluations are presented in this section. Moreover, compliant finger design
and its fabrication are also explained in detail.
In Chapter 3, tele-impedance control of the variable stiffness transradial
hand prosthesis is presented. Estimation of finger joint stiffness through
sEMG signals to be used in the tele-impedance control architecture is ex-
plained. Moreover, muscle fatigue effect influencing the sEMG signal charac-
terization and an approach to remedy this effect are detailed in this section.
In Chapter 4, experimental evaluation of tele-impedance controlled vari-
able stiffness transradial hand prosthesis is presented. Two types of exper-
iments are executed. The first one is realized to verify the desired working
principle of variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. The second ex-
periment provides illustrative studies to demonstrate the capability of the
proposed hand.
In Chapter 5, a set of human subject experiments are presented to evalu-
ate the efficacy of the user-modulated impedance on the performance of the
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user’s ability to perform ADL. In particular, physical and virtual experiment
setups are introduced and important differences of this set-up compared to
state-of-the-art in the literature are emphasized. Design of various type of
tasks requiring different levels of human impedances are explained and the
experimental procedure and analysis methods to evaluate performance are
discussed. Finally, for each task category, the performance evaluations are
presented and the results are discussed.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with several remarks, dis-
cussions and the future research directions.
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Chapter 2
2 Mechanical Design of the Transradial Hand
Prosthesis
Research and engineering focus on dexterous multi-fingered robot hands [12–
27] has increased owing to their contributions on the various range and com-
plexity of the tasks involved with dexterous manipulation over conventional
grippers. The limelight of the versatile grasping and manipulation has be-
come realization of their performance in unstructured and varying surround-
ings. Prehension and compliance of robot hands and prostheses are improved
by emulating partially or completely human like hand shape, size, consis-
tency, namely anthropomorphism and manipulation [28] to work even under
defined conditions above. Anthropomorphism is an important criteria in the
design of robotic end-effectors for the purpose of hand prostheses replaced by
the loss of hand [29, 30]. Since the tools around the environment, e.g. con-
soles, keys are designed for the human hand, the human-like hand is the best
candidate for the tasks. Anthropomorphic hands, however, have some draw-
backs, such as a complex kinematic structure, sophisticated sensing systems,
and high cost. On the other hand, dexterity is a quite evident design goal
for the hand prostheses as well as robotic hands functionality, prehension
and apprehension. Current literature discusses a tradeoff between dexter-
ity and anthropomorphism. Some end-effectors, dissimilar to anthropomor-
phic hands and represent a considerably high dexterity level, are capable of
complicated manipulations [29]. As for the matter of hand prostheses, an-
thropomorphism and dexterity cannot be evaluated separately as they are
combined in utilizing human hand functionality, its physical properties and
successful manipulations with the environment by means of smart manufac-
turing techniques and control methodologies. In particular, commercially
available hand prostheses are designed and manufactured in consideration of
these two important phenomena, anthropomorphism and dexterous manipu-
lation [13–17,22]. In deed, realizing human manipulation taxonomies [31,32]
is qualified as dexterous if the manipulation is supported with the impedance
modulation. In particular, the significant human like property behind suc-
cessful physical interaction between human and environment arises from their
adaptation ability. Compliance to the environmental conditions or activities
of daily living that human physically interact with arise from modulating
the impedance level based on the varying requirements. During some of the
activities requiring high-accuracy position control such as writing, the stiff-
ness level of the fingers increases considerably, likewise manipulation with a
soft/fragile environment requires a decrease in the stiffness level of fingers,
e.g., manipulating an egg.
Recently, the impedance modulation of human like hands has inspired
novel research on the design and control strategies for robotic hands whose
goal is to execute such tasks involving interaction with a dynamic environ-
ment, especially under unpredictable conditions. Specifically, prostheses can
only be reliable and compliant for different characteristics of manipulations
if the appropriate impedance level is matched with the task property [33–35].
It is evident that the prosthesis design has to be improved by including a
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property of task-dependent impedance modulation in order to enhance am-
putees’ performance throughout their use [8–10]. In literature, property of
impedance modulation is integrated into robotic systems in two ways. At
first, compliance to the environment can be accomplished through software
based approach, such as impedance/admittance control. However, the im-
pedance modulation ability of this approach is limited by the controllable
bandwidth of the actuators and prosthesis behaves like a rigid body over this
bandwidth [34,35]. Moreover, software based impedance regulation requires
continuous use of actuators and suffers from high energy expenditure. On
the other hand, in recent years, impedance modulation is embedded into the
robotic systems in passive ways. In this approach, impedance of the robotic
manipulator is adjusted through the mechanisms including passive elastic el-
ements, like springs. Series elastic actuators, in the group of hardware based
impedance regulation, are designed to improve the compliance of the robotic
systems and protect them against shock loads while interacted with environ-
ment. This mechanisms promise that output impedance of the artificial limb
stays low above the control bandwidth [36]. However, actuators are continu-
ously in use while controlling the interaction forces with SEA and therefore
they are energetically inefficient. More recently, hardware based modulation
is developed including another mechanism into this group, called variable
stiffness actuators (VSA). VSA is proposed to modulate desired impedance
level of robotic system. These actuators are utilized for impedance modula-
tion and/or joint rotations when it is required, hence this mechanisms provide
energy efficiency. Moreover, the desired impedance can be enforced over the
whole frequency spectrum, including frequencies well above the controllable
bandwidth of the actuators.
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In literature, robotic hands employed for such tasks requiring human ma-
chine interaction are designed with VSA mechanisms [18,37,38], whereas no
such application has been noticed in the field of hand prostheses. In particu-
lar, each active degree of freedom of the DLR Hand Arm System is controlled
antagonistically by two motors and two elastic elements [37, 38]. Since the
joints of the DLR arm system have an adjustable wide impedance band,
they can present variable dynamical conditions depending on environmental
conditions. Similarly, a natural way of impedance modulation employed in a
Shadow hand design which facilitates a smooth and soft motion is realized by
antagonistically arranging and pneumatically moveable artificial muscles [18].
In particular, each joint in this system, however, needs respective actuators,
that inevitably result in the requirement of huge volume of space. The sys-
tem, inspired by an anthropomorphic hand mechanism, represents character-
istics in common with a dexterous manipulation system ,e.g., a large number
of active degrees of freedom, tactile and visual feedbacks, complex control
architectures and advanced task planning algorithms. On the other hand,
owing to their high cost, sophisticated mechanism design, complex control
architecture, and high computational load, the system of the Shadow hand is
not preferred in the field of prosthetics. Moreover, weight restrictions, high
cost, and complex control design make the Shadow hand use improbable in
hand prostheses.
Studies in this field have focused on the simplification of the mechani-
cal design of robotic hands without losing functionality but increasing their
compliance to the environment. Underactuation provides a remarkable fea-
ture for a new generation simplified design of hand prostheses. Even though
certain parts of the research groups are inclined to develop control of many
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degrees of freedom [39–41], the full actuation of each finger joint still requires
more progress. In the literature, underactuation is first acquainted for the
fingers employing a linkage mechanism [42–45]. Link mechanisms, however,
bring together with a large scale in the finger design. In particular, this ap-
proach is not well suited to the anthropomorphic prosthetic hand structure.
Underactuated mechanism allows fingers to only follow the line trajectory
and; accordingly it restrains the dexterity of hand. Some research groups
have developed underactuated hands with the integration of electromagnetic
joint locking mechanisms and extra motors for each finger, which increase
the dexterity of the hand to a certain extent and also provides high speed
motion and large actuation force [46, 47]. However, adding more component
results in an increase the weight of the hand, power consumption, load on
every joint and risk of instability at each joint. In addition, more actuators
and sensors require complex control systems, which might be a cumbersome
learning period for the disabled person in controlling all of the actuators.
Reducing the number of actuators and employing light weight and com-
pliant materials suitable for mechanical construction, integrating various sen-
sors into the design are important steps in this field. Dollar et al. propose
a compliant, underactuated, sensor integrated robotic hand whose manu-
facture is based on the support decomposition manufacturing (SDM) tech-
nique [48–50]. Proposed hand can adjust the finger’s shape depending on the
geometry of grasping object with the aid of simple control methods, thanks
to the underactuated mechanism and elastic joints integrated into the fingers.
This system is advantageous in terms of ease of control, cost-effectiveness,
functional manipulation even in the unknown environment. However, actu-
ation systems of the proposed hand [48–50] do not modulate its impedance
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depending on the environmental conditions.
In this chapter, we present the design, fabrication, and evaluation of a
variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. VSA mechanisms are designed
to serve as an antagonistically arranged artificial muscles which are responsi-
ble for the impedance and position modulation of the hand. This mechanism
can regulate impedance and position itself independently under quasi-static
conditions [51], and can also be opportunistically placed anywhere on the
forearm. Mimicking the working principle of an antagonistically arranged
muscle groups can be approximated by using spring elements moving on a
designed second order surface [52]. Our proposed hand design ensures the
compliance of the fingers utilizing the polyurethane material to fabricate com-
pliant joints inside the finger design. Moreover, the compliant finger design
provides benefits in terms of simplified manufacturing process, and enhance-
ment in robustness in the event of uncertain conditions, such as impact. The
use of silicon rubber instead of metal elements prevents the source of mechan-
ical failures, such as screw blockage, gap in metal bearing and its bed, and
elastic joints are not deprived of their functions after any type of contacts.
Furthermore, the fingers are designed to be tendon driven, under-actuated
mechanisms, which provides opportunity in terms of both adapting the fin-
gers’ position based on different object geometry and reflecting impedance
modulation supplied by VSA into each phalanges. With these skills, our
hand design gains an advantage over the currently available hand prosthesis.
The proposed hand prosthesis provides also many benefits in terms of stiff-
ness regulation while handling tasks, ease of control, low-cost manufacturing,
light-weight design, and high dexterity in an unpredictable environment.
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2.1 Mechanical Design of Antagonistic Variable Stiff-
ness Actuator
The design criteria for the variable stiffness prosthetic hand are determined
as follows: Variable stiffness hand prosthesis should reflect the both desired
position change of human fingers and also impedance variation of human
limb. Prosthesis should be capable of grasping a large variety of objects with
different geometry (e.g., angled, spherical, cylindrical shapes) and various
material properties (e.g., soft or fragile structures, smooth or ragged sur-
faces). The prosthetic hand should require low computational and mental
load for control, but must be fast enough to properly respond to unexpected
environmental conditions, such as impacts. The device should be low cost
and possess light-weight and low energy consumption to enable long working
periods.
In order to address all these requirements, a VSA integrated compliant
hand prosthesis is proposed. This mechanism becomes prominent in terms of
reflecting the same property of antagonistic muscle groups, i.e., working prin-
ciple of position and stiffness regulation. The proposed hand consists of five
fingers that are connected each other with pulley elements. Each of the ten-
don driven fingers has three compliant revolute joints. Highly under-actuated
hand mechanism has a total of 15 rotational degree of freedom (DoF) con-
trolled through main tendons attached to a Bowden cable based transmis-
sions. Thanks to the Bowden cable based transmission, VSAs are located at
remotely, away from the device. Extension, flexion and stiffness variations
can be independently controlled through the VSA mechanisms actuated by
two DC motor with harmonic drive reduction units. The under-actuated
prosthetic hand provides an intermediate solution between dexterous hands
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(versatile, high-cost, stable grasp, high computational load) and simple grip-
pers (task-specific design, low-cost, unstable grasps, uncomplicated control).
Since the under-actuated hand mechanism has quite less number of actuators
than DoFs of the device, the design provides energy efficiency. Moreover, it
is self-adaptive and hence does not require intricate control algorithms.
2.2 Modeling of Expanding Contour Cam for Quadratic
Stiffness
VSA mechanism preferred in this hand design [51] is proposed and mathe-
matically modeled in literature [52]. It is mathematically proven that VSA
mechanism can merely mimic the independent impedance and position con-
trol of human limb joint if the characteristics of spring elements inside the
VSA are nonlinear [51]. The desired nonlinearity can be obtained using linear
spring elements with the use of a cam mechanism representing nonlinearly
characterized expanding surface, called expanding contour [52]. When the
force is exerted on the linear springs, linear springs extend based on the non-
linear surface; hence, a nonlinear relationship between force and the spring
deflection occurs as required. Expanding contour, represented as curve of the
gradient of the force versus deflection, is a function of several parameters,
including the linear spring constant, maximum and minimum joint stiffness.
As described at the beginning of this section, the idea is reflecting the
stiffness variation at fingers’s joint of human to that of fingers’s joint of pros-
thesis. In order to match the change in impedance levels of human limb
with the hand prosthesis, maximum and minimum joint stiffness values of
human finger [53] are utilized. These two design parameters are essential
to calculate the required second order equation of the expanding contour.
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The prototype of the VSA mechanism is manufactured based on the design
presented in [52] and satisfies the upper and lower bounds of the impedance
limits of the fingers. However, to save space, rather than implementing the
design in [52], expanding contour mechanism is redesigned in vertical direc-
tion as half size. This implementation of expanding contour design reduces
the size of the mechanism, dependents less number of design parameters, sim-
plifing the contour equation, provides considerably more stable movement,
enables linear springs to achieve extension without bending and can be eas-
ily connected to the hand part of the prosthesis, which are also beneficial to
enable placement of the VSA mechanism into the forearm part of transradial
amputees.
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Figure 2.1: The expanding contour design in half size
At the beginning of the motion, preload force of the linear springs are set
to zero. In addition, radius of the rollers is selected to be negligibly small
compared to the whole mechanism; hence, their effect is neglected in the
nonlinear contour equation. As presented in Figure 2.1, y contour defines
the spring elongation during the motion. Hence, the free length of the spring
is not taken into account. Here, force-length relationship of elastic elements
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are chosen to be quadratic such that
Fapp = ax
2
contour + bxcontour + c (2.1)
Frestoringforce = kycontour (2.2)
tan(θ) =
4ycontour
4xcontour (2.3)
Fapp = y
′
contour(xcontour)Frestoringforce (2.4)
ax2contour + bxcontour + c = y
′
c(xcontour)(kyc) (2.5)
d(yc(xcontour))
dxcontour
(
kycontour
)
= ax2contour + bxcontour + c (2.6)
∫
yc dyc(xcontour) =
∫ [
(
a
k
)x2contour + (
b
k
)xcontour + (
c
k
)
]
dxcontour (2.7)
Solution of the differential Eqn. (2.5) is expressed in Eqn. (2.8).
y2contour −
(
2a
3k
)
x3contour −
(
b
k
)
x2contour −
(
2c
k
)
xcontour − m = 0 (2.8)
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When the linear springs are at the initial point of the expanding contour,
the boundary conditions are introduced as in the expression (2.9).
xcontour = 0, ycontour = 0 =⇒ m = 0 (2.9)
Hence, substituting m into the Eqn. (2.8) is represented as in Eqn. (2.10).
y2contour −
(
2a
3k
)
x3contour −
(
b
k
)
x2contour −
(
2c
k
)
xcontour = 0 (2.10)
In Eqn. (2.10), required parameters to calculate the expanding contour
is a, b, c and spring constant of linear springs. Here, parameters of a, b and
c directly depend on maximum and minimum stiffness values of joint [51],
which is expressed in Eqn. (2.11).
Fapp =
(
Smax − Smin
4r2j∆xmax
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
x2contour
+
(
Smin
2r2j
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
xcontour
−
(
∆xmax(S
2
max − 2S2min)
8r2j (Smax − Smin)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c
(2.11)
In Eqn. (2.11), Smin and Smax represent the minimum and maximum stiff-
ness value of finger joint simultaneously and related joint impedance results
used in this study are referred in [53]. When linear springs are unstretched
(xcontour = 0), the joint stiffness is regulated at a minimum level, namely
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Smin. In addition to this, the time at which both of the linear springs reach
maximum stretch,(xcontour = xmax), the joint stiffness is arranged as max-
imum level, namely Smin. The range of maximum and minimum stiffness
values are accepted to be 2177.2 N mm/rad and 527,12 N mm/rad according
to literature [53] and the expanding contour is designed depending on the
upper and lower bound limits.
Expanding contour design in half is validated through a series of experi-
ments.
2.3 Evaluation of VSA under Control
VSA mechanism is employed for the actuation of the five-fingered, under-
actuated compliant prosthetic hand via tendons. The hand prosthesis pro-
vides grasping and releasing of finger movements through a single main joint.
Joint position is determined by two antagonist Bowden cables. Moreover, im-
pedance level of the fingers are determined as a function of the location of
linear springs on the expanding contour. Two parameters, α and β rep-
resented in Figure 2.3 are assigned to express the position and impedance
control equations of the VSA. Two brushed DC motors with harmonic drive
reductions are connected to the VSA mechanisms to control the position and
the stretch level of the linear springs. Angular positions of two DC motors,
α and β, are the control inputs responsible for the desired joint stiffness and
joint angle, θ.
System’s control equations are derived under quasi-static conditions of the
VSA mechanism. Equilibrium angle of the hand joint (θeq) is obtained par-
allel to derivations in [51,52] and represented in Eqn. (2.12). In Eqn. (2.12),
α and β represent angular position of DC motors, θ defines joint angles of
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fingers, a and b indicate coefficients of second order function belonging to
nonlinear spring. External torque,τload applied to the fingers’ joint is shown
in Eqn. (2.12).
θeq =
rm
2rj
(α− β)− τload
2r2j (arm(α + β) + b)
(2.12)
Equation of joint impedance, namely resistance of joint against angular
deviation, is represented in Eqn. (2.13).
S = 2armr
2
j ((α + β) + 2br
2
j ) (2.13)
Two separate control references belonging to joint position and impedance
(later on to be estimated through sEMG signals) are utilized to compute the
angular position of the motors by means of the derived equations (Eqn. (2.12
and Eqn. (2.13) under quasi static conditions.
Expanding contour VSA mechanism in Figure 2.2 is connected to a sim-
ple pivot to experimentally verify the control performance of the mechanism.
The aim is to validate the position and stiffness control of the pivot inde-
pendently and simultaneously. All possible conditions are tested through the
set-up to demonstrate VSA’s capability under real-time control. During the
experiment three conditions are evaluated sequentially: positions of the fin-
gers are stationary while stiffness is changing; stiffness of the fingers is set to
a constant level while the position is varying, and both control parameters
are altering simultaneously. The closed loop system includes PD controller
and VSA mechanism with the pivot as shown in Figure 2.4. The experi-
mental results in Figure 2.5-2.7 represent the independent and simultaneous
position and impedance control of the pivot. In Figure 2.5, the first two
figures show that pivot stiffness is set to around a low level of impedance
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while the position is changing. The last two graphes represent the behaviors
of two actuators. Since motors are placed in parallel each other, as observed
from the real-time experiment that when the angular position is controlled
motors are rotated in opposite directions. Control reference is given in two
different ranges, ±pi/2 rad and ±pi/18 rad. Both small and big variations,
pivot position is successfully executed while independently control the stiff-
ness keeping at a constant level. In Figure 2.6, the exact opposite situation
is implemented. As seen from the top two graphes, angular position is kept
at zero level while stiffness of the pivot is varying sinusoidally in the range
between middle and high level. It is important to notice that DC motors
are rotating in the same direction to be able to modulate the pivot stiffness.
In Figure 2.7, both references concerning stiffness and angular position are
variable. Motor behaviors are affected by both these variations.
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2.4 Implementation of Transradial Hand Prosthesis
The most significant and distinguishing characteristics of VSA hand prosthe-
sis with respect to the other designs in the literature is its ability to provide
impedance modulation under various conditions. Impedance modulation is
naturally executed with the aid of a human-machine interface based on sEMG
signals. Designed interface allows amputees to adjust the impedance of VSA
hand prosthesis to the requirements of activities of daily living. Required ref-
erences of joint position and impedance are estimated through sEMG signals
and employed in the control of VSA hand prosthesis.
In fully actuated robotic hands, the motion of each joint has to be planned
and actively controlled to be able to adapt different shape of grasped ob-
jects [54]. In spite of this, under-actuated hands, i.e., mechanisms that have
fewer number of actuators than degree of freedom, represent passive adap-
tation property. In this study, the hand prosthesis designed as an under-
actuated mechanism and has self-adaptive fingers (in Figure 2.8). It includes
12 DoF elastic joints controlled by two variable stiffness actuators. Force
transmission from VSA to the joints realized through the movable pulleys
shown in Figure 2.8. Self adaptation makes hand prosthesis capable of en-
veloping the any shape of objects to grasp without requiring complex control
architecture and also releasing object which is an reversible version of self
adaptation. As seen from the solid model of the compliant hand prosthesis
in Figure 2.9, all system is composed of two main parts. One half is the hand
and other part is the arm includes VSA mechanisms. VSA mechanisms are
moving backward and forward on the sliders which are hidden in the arm
cabinet.
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2.5 Implementation of Compliant Fingers
Grasping an object with human-like hand requires initial contact at proximal
phalanx, following contact at middle phalanx and final interaction at distal
phalanx. In order to satisfy this rule in our design, each joint is designed
to represent different stiffness levels. Hence, this idea is implemented by
using the same materials but different widths of silicone (Figure 2.10 (a))
in such a way that distinguishing stiffness property in each phalanges are
obtained. Moreover, compliance of each joint is also provided by means of
silicone based material. Utilizing under-actuation and elastic materials, i.e.
silicone, our design is soft and self-adaptive. In particular, it is capable of
naturally adapting to the shape of different objects. Light-weight is also
at the forefront, expanding contour element of VSA mechanism and finger
phalanges are produced with the material of ABS plastic. Each finger weighs
17.4 g.
Force transmission plays crucial role in a finger’s grasping ability. In this
design, flexion requires more effort with respect to the extension of tendons.
In particular, one way of increasing force transmission on each phalanx to
make finger’s grasping easier is to increase the moment arm at phalanges
where the force is applied. In Figure 2.11, the cross-section of the finger
solid model is depicted. Tendon routing is designed to feature 120◦ angles
instead of straight routing to increase the moment acting on phalanges.
Robustness in tendon driven hand manipulation mainly depends upon
taking precautions against loss of force transmission during the extension
and flexion of tendons. Desired force transmission on finger through tendons
during grasping is presented in Figure 2.12. The amplitude of tension level on
flexion tendon should be equal to amplitude of tension level on extension ten-
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don during the no load action. However, during the transmission, force loss
is inevitable due to friction and moment requirements of compliant fingers.
If finger is not appropriately designed, cable slack may occur. To prevent
loss of force transmission the moment effect on silicon rubber is increased by
placing this elastic material to the upper level of the finger. Hence, when the
finger is under the load, required force level to bend the rubber is diminished
and force loss caused by friction is partially compensated.
2.6 Fabrication of Transradial Hand Prosthesis
Variable stiffness compliant hand fabrication can be examined mainly in two
parts: palm and fingers. Owing to the intricate design of phalanges and
also second order surface of VSA expanding contour, simple and low-cost
manufacturing solution is handled with the use of a 3D prototyping machine.
Thanks to 3D printing technology, each prosthesis can be customized to
ensure an ideal fit to match the needs of the transradial amputee. Prosthesis
entitled the compliance property with the integration of elastic material is
fabricated after several processes. Figure 2.13 details the main steps of the
manufacturing process to produce the compliant hand fingers. Phalanges
corresponding to stiff parts of the fingers and molds are produced in a 3D
printer with 100 micron resolution as presented in Figure 2.13, Part-a. In
Part-b of Figure 2.13, mold is employed both for providing precise position
arrangement for phalanges and fingers, and for defining accurate location to
be used for injecting a highly-adhesive silicone rubber in liquid form. Other
component in the mold, carbon fiber strip is utilized for constraining the
motion of twisting, while permitting the bending of the finger in one direction.
In particular, during the stiffness variation of fingers, polyurethane materials
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would like to move any weak resistance direction, such that fingers lose their
anthropomorphic structure and also self-adaptive properties. Besides, carbon
fiber is durable enough to resist buckling and is appropriate for requirement
of light-weight material selection for finger structure. Thumb and the other
fingers are produced in separate molds. Four fingers are produced in a mold to
ensure good alignment of the fingers with respect to each other. Tendon holes
on the phalanges are closed with a strip to prevent polyurethane flow inside
them. Before pouring the silicon resin, a release agent is used to prevent cured
polyurethane from bonding to mold surfaces and to help easy release of the
part from crinkled-shaped mold. In Part-c, polyurethane material is injected
into the mold. While pouring the silicon rubber, bubbles may be produced
and cause inhomogeneous material distribution in the joints. If this problem
is not prevented, elastic joints do not gain desired characteristics. Degassing
process shown in Part-d is introduced to prevent such gaps in the silicon
rubber and is realized inbetween −0.7 and −0.2 bar. The cure time for the
resin is kept as about 12 hours at standard room temperature. The complete
manufacturing process takes approximately 13 hours. In the fingers, three
different materials are used: for stiff links (phalanges), a white ABS plastic;
for elastic joints, SILASTOSIL R© 28-700 FG (terrasilicone, Istanbul); for
the motion limiter, epoxy resin infused with a single-layer of carbon fiber.
Table 2.1 represents the material properties of the elastic joints. When rubber
cure is completed, it is removed from the mold as shown in Part-e.
During the stiffness regulation of the fingers, both extension and flexion
tendon work simultaneously. Because of the elastic joints inside the fingers
when stiffness level reaches at high level, fingers tend to buckle into a side
where the net force around the joint is positive. In order to prevent such
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Table 2.1: Material Specifications
SILASTOSIL R© 28-700 FG
Hardness Shore A
ISO 868 28
Tensile Strength (N/mm2)
ISO 37 6,5
Elongation at break (%)
ISO 37 700
Tear Strength (N/mm2)
ASTM D 624 B > 30
Viscosity at 23◦C
after stirring (mPa.s), ISO 3219 10,000
bending caused by stiffness modulation, especially towards the reverse side
of the palm, bone-like structures are used on the finger surface as shown in
Part-e. They allow bending towards the palm, and permit the opening of
fingers until the constraints provided by the bone-like structures, mimick-
ing human hand finger behavior. The fully assembled VSA mechanism and
under-actuated hand mechanism is presented in Figure 2.14.
The touch surface of the fingers contains a soft finger pad produced with
the same material as in elastic joints. The soft finger pad increases the friction
an provides more stable grasps without slip [55, 56]. Since the mechanism
is highly under-actuated, the same soft material is used in the elastic joints
to allow grasping without requiring much force. Otherwise, closing the hand
necessitate more effort if more viscous silicon rubber is used. More viscous
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Table 2.2: Energy Expenditure of the Transradial Hand Prosthesis
Energy [J]
Low Impedance High Impedance
Power Grasp 3,5 5,7
Pinch Grasp 2,6 5,1
Impedance Change (Low to High Impedance) 4,4
silicon rubber also negatively effects the independent stiffness and position
control performance of the hand. In our design, the drawbacks of soft elastic
material choice are eliminated with the aid of carbon fiber strip and bone-like
structure components used in fingers.
2.7 Characterization of Transradial Hand Prosthesis
The energy expenditure of the transradial hand prosthesis differs depending
on the grasp types. In Table 2.2, the energy requirement of the hand pros-
thesis for different conditions is presented. Here, power grasp presents the
grasping of cylindrical objects, which require the contacts of all phalanges of
the hand. Moreover, the study of pinch grasp is realized grasping the object
with the aid of distal phalanges only. The energy requirement of two com-
monly used conditions with this hand prosthesis is observed for two different
impedance levels. Furthermore, the portion of the impedance variation on
energy consumption is presented in the Table 2.2 and shows that energy is
mostly consumed when the impedance is regulated from low to high level.
In Table 2.3, minimum and maximum force, speed requirement of the
hand prosthesis are presented. The ranges are determined based on the
difficulty levels of the task at hand. Moreover, the weight of the transradial
hand prosthesis is the almost half weight of the natural human hand with
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Table 2.3: Specifications of the Transradial Hand Prosthesis
Min Main Tendon Speed 3 mm/s
Max Main Tendon Speed 26 mm/s
Min Main Tendon Force 20 N
Max Main Tendon Force 157 N
Min Elastic Joint Stiffness 132 Nmm/rad
Max Elastic Joint Stiffness 544 Nmm/rad
Min Grasp Speed 0,19 Hz
Max Grasp Speed 1,64 Hz
Weight 1,1 kg
arm [57, 58]. It provides easiness in use for amputees while carrying the
prosthesis. Since its size and configuration can be customized upon amputee’s
request, the battery unit can be embedded into the arm section in order to
match the real arm weight.
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Linear Spring Element
Expanding Contour
First Moving Part
Slider Mechanism
Slider for Bedding
(b)
Cylindrical Slider
First Moving Part
Second Moving
 Part
Linear Spring 
Element
(a)
Figure 2.2: Solid model of Antagonistically driven VSA mechanism (a)The
representation of VSA from angular perspective (b)Components of VSA
Mechanism
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Figure 2.3: Schematic model of the antagonistically driven VSA finger mech-
anism
Quadratic 
  Springs
Pivot
 Brushless
DC Motors
Angular Position
     of Pivot
Figure 2.4: This set-up is designed to verify the working principle of the VSA
mechanisms. VSA mechanisms are connected to a simple pivot to control its
stiffness and position independently and simultaneously.
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Figure 2.8: a)Movable pulleys transfer equal amount of tension on each ten-
don cable b)Schematic representation of the actuation in hand
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Bone-like Structure
 (ends on just before next phalanx)
Bowden Cable
(Tendon for extension)
Elastic
Joints
8 mm 10 mm 12 mm
Bowden Cable
(Tendon for flexion)
Soft Fingerpads
a)
b)
Elastic Joints with Diffferent Stiffness Values
Jws:Jws: Jws:
Figure 2.10: Finger characteristics and responsible components are pre-
sented. (a) Top of (a) represents bone-like structures which provide stability
of finger structure when stiffness is varying, namely prevent buckling towards
outside palm. Bottom of (a) shows elastic joints which represents different
stiffness characteristics by changing the joint width size (Jws). In (b), back
view of the finger is demonstrated with soft fingerpads, which are placed on
each phalanx of the finger to increase the stiffness between object and fingers
and provide more stable grasping.
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Figure 2.11: A cross-section of a compliant finger design
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Figure 2.12: Actuation of the finger
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Figure 2.13: Fabrication process of the elastic joint fingers
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Quadratic Springs
Human Hand 
Connectors
Fingers and Palm
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Inside the Palm
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Figure 2.14: Assembly of hand prosthesis viewed from different perspectives
(a) Top View of the Hand Prosthesis (b)Rear View of the Hand Prosthesis
(c) The View of Inside of The Hand
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Chapter 3
3 sEMG-based Tele-Impedance Control of the
Transradial Hand Prosthesis
Today’s successful innovative designs and engineering solutions are inspired
by biological systems and realized by imitating design in nature. For in-
stance, the perfect design concept of human is unrivaled in adaptation to the
varying conditions, especially performing tasks that require physical interac-
tion with the environment. The significant factors behind such adaptability
are based on the humans’s capability on the prediction of the after-effect of
the actions and expertly regulation of their impedance depending on the en-
vironment/task conditions. For example, during the execution of some tasks
requiring the use of tools, such as writing, need high precision for accurate
performance, humans adjust their fingers to become quite stiff to present the
control performance of a high-precision positioning. This achievement can
also be consistently realized while interacting with soft/fragile objects, e.g.,
humans regulate their fingers to become more compliant while manipulating
an egg.
Humans’ achievements in adaptation to the dynamics of the environment
through the capacity of impedance modulation shed light on the fields of
robotics. Many robots responsible for such tasks requiring the physical in-
teraction with the environment have been developed utilizing the idea of
impedance regulation of humans. Software based modulation of compliance
through the impedance/admittance control methods draws a considerable in-
terest by the robotic fields, while in recent years hardware based modulation
becomes prominent and is realized by the special mechanisms enabling stiff-
ness regulation. The performance benefits of impedance modulation during
the control of prosthetic limbs has been underlined in the literature [34, 35].
More recently, a systematic study has been conducted and experimental re-
sults have indicated that the design of prostheses with user-selectable, task-
dependent impedance modulation enhances the user performance using a
both (virtual) prosthetic arm and a real physical system [8–10].
Today, unfortunately, the commercially available hand prostheses do not
represent the similar characteristics of stiffness regulation that humans have.
Otto Bock’s Sensor Hand [13], The Bebionic Hand (RSL Steeper) [14], Mo-
tion Control Hand [16] and Touch Bionics’ i-Limb Ultra [15] are success-
ful at position or velocity control executed proportional to sEMG signals.
These hands are commonly configured with tactile and force sensors to en-
able amputee auto-grasp feature and preserve physically interacted object
against slip. Since all of these hand prosthesis are produced in stiff form and
work under position/velocity control, they represent successful performance
on non-contact tasks or a set of predefined tasks for which the mechani-
cal impedance of the device is optimized, whereas such prostheses struggle
while physically interacting and adapting with the un structured environ-
ment. Prosthetic hands in rigid form under position/velocity control are
not appropriate for the tool use and dexterous contact manipulation, with
unknown, possibly fragile, environments.
The idea of integrating impedance modulation into prosthetic limbs has
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been first proposed and experimented in [33–35]. In these studies, sEMG sig-
nals are utilized to obtain estimations for impedance and velocity references
to be used in the adaptive impedance control of Boston elbow prosthesis in a
crank-turning tasks. Since the Boston elbow prosthesis is structured in rigid
form, estimated impedance references could not be effectively transferred to
the prosthesis due to the controllable bandwidth of the actuators. Besides,
the Boston elbow prosthetic device appears rigid outside of the bandwidth
region. Moreover, including software based impedance modulation into sys-
tems necessitates non-stop use of actuators, which results in more energy
consumption. Alternatively, in [36], the drawback of the bandwidth limita-
tion is reduced to a certain extent integrating series elastic actuation (SEA)
in the design of elbow prosthesis and its impedance is modulated through the
amputee’s sEMG signals. With this design, impedance modulation ability is
still limited owing to the actuator bandwidth. Nevertheless, prosthetic design
with SEA provides compliance into design and keeps its output impedance
low above the control bandwidth. Thanks to the hardware based integration,
device robustness, reliability and safety are improved, especially on the con-
dition of impact with the environment. However, controlling the interaction
forces with SEA requires continuous use of actuators and is energetically inef-
ficient as in the software based impedance regulation. In [59], they proposed
a variable stiffness actuation (VSA) to modulate stiffness of a prosthetic wrist
in a concept of a simulation study. VSA provides opportunity to modulate
desired impedance in hardware environment and the actuators are only in
use during the modulation and/or joint rotations. Hence, proposed mechan-
ical concept provides energy efficiency. Moreover, the desired impedance can
be enforced over the whole frequency spectrum, including frequencies well
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above the controllable bandwidth of the actuators.
In the literature, sEMG signals have also been utilized for the impedance
modulation of robotic manipulators. In particular, sEMG signals measured
from an antagonist muscle pairs are employed for the estimation of impe-
dance and velocity references to be used in the adaptive impedance control
of the elbow prosthesis in [34,35]. In these studies, prosthetic limb’s position
and stiffness control using the relevant muscle groups of amputee’s intact
musculature may not provide optimal functionality and performance as the
impedance regulation is realized intentionally, which necessities high concen-
tration since the muscle groups are not physically interacted with the task.
In [59], sEMG signals measured from the agonist and antagonist muscle pairs
of forearm conditioned to obtain the variance of the windowed sEMG signals
which are mapped to the stiffness and position control references performed
in a simulated VSA wrist. As in the case of [34, 35], this study requires in-
tentional regulation of impedance utilizing unattached muscle groups, which
diverges amputee’s concentration away from the task. In addition, the tech-
nique utilized in this study provides position and impedance modulation
under soft and stiff conditions of muscles, whereas it is not experimented un-
der condition of the isometric co-contraction. Moreover, the approach causes
some artifacts since joint direction affected by the instantly varying stiffness
reference. A series of experiments conducted in [60] indicates that joint stiff-
ness of a human limb can be estimated through superposition of the absolute
value of antagonistically arranged relevant muscle torques. This approach is
utilized in the studies [61, 62] to estimate impedance and position of a rigid
body manipulator utilizing the co-contraction activity of antagonistic muscle
pairs placed in forearm, and the control approach is called tele-impedance
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control.
In this dissertation, we propose a variable stiffness hand prosthesis design
and its human-machine interface based on sEMG signals. VSA mechanisms
are designed to serve as an antagonistically arranged artificial muscles which
are responsible for the impedance and position modulation of the hand. This
mechanism can regulate impedance and position itself independently under
quasi-static conditions [51], and also be can opportunistically placed any-
where on the forearm. Mimicking the working principle of an antagonisti-
cally arranged muscle groups can be approximated by using spring elements
moving on a designed second order surface [52]. Although VSA mechanisms
are preferred in some robotic hands [18, 38], to the best of our knowledge,
no such VSA applications have been noticed in hand prostheses. VSA mech-
anism provides opportunities since the desired impedance level is regulated
in hardware and hence is not restricted by the bandwidth of the actuators.
Moreover, passively modulation of impedance by VSA mechanisms provides
energy efficiency since the actuators are in use during the position and/or im-
pedance regulation of joint. Tele-impedance control of a VSA hand prosthesis
utilize muscle activity, namely sEMG signals, hence the user is naturally in-
corporated into the control architecture. In this dissertation, we utilize the
experimentally verified stiffness estimation technique in the study of [60] to
produce desired impedance level of an amputee at each instance of time.
Estimated impedance level by means of sEMG is mapped to the impedance
range of the VSA mechanisms in hand prosthesis as reference value in con-
trol architecture. Besides, position control references for the variable stiffness
transradial hand prosthesis is estimated utilizing muscular activities of the
chest and shoulder muscles and mapped to the angular open and close range
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of fingers.
The human based part of the proposed human-machine interface com-
posed of four channels of sEMG signals is responsible for supplying the both
position and impedance references to be used in the variable stiffness transra-
dial hand prosthesis control. In particular, it is a common preference in the
literature that position control of the variable stiffness transradial hand pros-
thesis is modulated by the conditioned sEMG signals measured from chest for
closing action and shoulder or opening action. Rather than other approaches
utilizing sEMG signals for impedance regulation, the impedance modulation
is realized employing the impedance of the intact portion of the limb, i.e.
upper arm. In this way, while the proposed human-machine interface re-
quires amputee to intentionally control the position of the variable stiffness
transradial hand prosthesis, impedance regulation takes place automatically
based on the instantaneous impedance of the intact portion of the limb. This
study [11] emphasizes the fact that proposed approach enables the amputee
to conduct natural impedance modulation from task to task or during exe-
cution of a single task without requiring amputees’ attention. This special
property brings together with the other advantages; such as the proposed
control interface does not necessitate long training periods, does not inter-
fere with the control of intact body segments, and provides amputee with
easiness in use. Moreover, it is verified in the literature [5] that energetic
interactions with environment affects the determination of the impedance
levels by the intact neuromuscular system. Hence, realizing impedance reg-
ulation of the prosthesis to imitate the intact portion of the limb assures to
be more reasonable control strategy with respect to the requiring the am-
putee to determine and control the proper impedance using dysfunctional
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muscles that lack feedback, since these muscles are not properly coupled to
the task/environment.
3.1 Tele-Impedance Control of a Variable Stiffness Tran-
sradial Hand Prosthesis
Prosthetic hand can be opportunistically controlled over the currently avail-
able ones if the issue of adaptation to changing physical conditions is taken
into consideration with the contribution of variable mechanical impedance
property. This study proposes a prosthetic hand with the antagonistic VSA
to realize impedance regulation in the perspective of mechanical design.
Therewith, a tele-impedance control architecture is also presented to provide
natural impedance control of VSA prosthetic hand for an amputee, under
the lead of human neuro-musculoskeletal system.
Simultaneous and independent position and impedance control architec-
ture of the antagonistic VSA hand prosthesis through sEMG signals is pre-
sented in Figure 5.3. The control of both position and impedance of the hand
prosthesis is represented in two modules. In the first module of Figure 5.3,
required reference signals for the control of both impedance and position
are estimated through filtered and conditioned sEMG signals. Concerning
the realistic scenario, for the transradial upper extremity amputees, muscle
groups inside the hand and forearm are not appropriate for the EMG mea-
surement. Hence, for the position reference of the prosthetic’s fingers, sEMG
signals are measured from the different regions of the chest, concurrently for
the impedance reference, sEMG signals are recorded from the upper arm.
The second module depicts the closed loop control of the VSA hand prosthe-
sis to guarantee convergence of the actual position and impedance values of
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the fingers to the estimated references. Overall control architecture is closed
through the visual feedback, which helps amputee modulate his/her sEMG
signals to match the task requirements. Stiffness estimation of the finger
joint is an indispensable part of tele-impedance control architecture. Hence,
in the first place, joint stiffness model and its estimation procedure through
sEMG signals are discussed. Secondly, conditioning of sEMG signals as well
as the data flow recorded during the experiments and also responsible mus-
cle groups are detailed. Finally, fatigue effect on sEMG signals as a result of
muscle tiredness are discussed and the reason of compensation of the muscle
fatigue in the control loop is explained.
3.2 Joint Stiffness Model
Muscles are responsible for several physical effects on limb joints of hu-
mans,e.g. force generation, stiffness regulation, position changes. All these
variations play an important role in adapting unstructured environment. For
example, the mechanical impedance of a human hand is adjusted by the abil-
ity of co-contraction and reflexive reactions. The varying in co-contraction
level and reflex gains modulate the impedance level of muscles and also joint
of limbs. Adapting mechanical impedance of the joints is crucial in control
of movement under both static and dynamic conditions.
Literature experimentally showed that multi-joint arm movements have
a direct impact on characterization of joint stiffness [63–65]. These stud-
ies design subject-based experiments in which disturbance forces are applied
along multiple directions. Subject controls his/her arm when holds an com-
puter controlled manipulator to perform reaching movement from one point
to another. Deviations of the subject’s limb from the undisturbed trajectory
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and perturbation forces are recorded simultaneously, thus stiffness of limb
joint is estimated. Nevertheless, this technique is successful at characteri-
zation of limb impedance, it is not appropriate for the real-time use with
prosthetic devices, owing to the requirement of instantly changing stiffness
information. A feasible alternative method to estimate limb impedance per-
forms utilizing the property of sEMG signals. A method in the latter case,
called index of muscle co-contraction around the joint (IMCJ) [60], concerns
the co-contraction level of antagonistic muscle groups around a joint. In this
study, IMCJ method is preferred to estimate the stiffness of intact forearm.
Earlier studies in literature [66–68] employ the IMCJ method to investi-
gate mechanical characteristics of the musculoskeletal system. It is observed
from these studies that muscle tension is related with the rectified sEMG sig-
nals. This relationship is influential to extract the muscle moments produced
by the agonist and antagonistic muscle groups are computed by multiplica-
tion of rectified sEMG signals belonging to each muscle group with its corre-
sponding moment arm. Hence, the joint torque is estimated as the difference
between the agonist and antagonistic muscle moments, which is equivalent
to the difference between a weighted function of flexion and extension muscle
tensions [60] as expressed in Eqn. (3.1).
τ =
k∑
i=1
[
κi.agon(sEMGi)− λi.anta(sEMGi)
]
(3.1)
Here, τ denotes the joint torque of the limb, while agon(sEMG) and
anta(sEMG) represent the muscle activity of the agonist and antagonist
muscles, respectively. Here, agon(sEMG) and anta(sEMG) are normalized
with respect to maximum voluntary contraction level of responsible muscle
groups. These signals are pre-processed, in other words, they are full-wave
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rectified and averaged after the measurement of raw sEMG signals. Symbols
κ and λ capture the effect of the Jacobian, the moment arms that convert
muscle activity to muscle tension, that is, instead of multiplying the aver-
age of measured force by the Jacobian matrix, their effects are represented
by these coefficients. The product of each muscle group activity with the
relevant coefficients is referred to as a weighted muscle tension or muscle
torque.
Some studies in literature has reported that muscle moment and mus-
cle stiffness are correlated [66, 69, 70]. In the light of this relation, simi-
larly, joint torque and joint stiffness can be linked each other [66, 67]. All
these concerned, it is proposed in [60] such that human joint stiffness can
be estimated by superpositioning the absolute values of the generated mus-
cle torques. Considering this relationship, it has been proposed that human
joint stiffness can be estimated through superposition of the absolute values
of the generated muscle torques [60]. Accordingly, using the indices of κ and
λ estimated in Eqn. (3.1), joint stiffness is estimated as in Eqn. (3.2).
S =
k∑
i=1
[|κi|.agon(sEMGi) + |λi|.anta(sEMGi)] (3.2)
Here, S denotes the IMCJ at a joint. A remarkable result can be deduced
from the Eqn. (3.1) and Eqn. (3.2) that if both agonist and antagonist muscle
torques increase simultaneously, the joint torque is not produced, while the
joint stiffness level is raised.
The command input for the position control of the hand prosthesis is
generated utilizing directly proportional relationship between rectified sEMG
signals and joint angle. In other words, increase in the amplitude range of
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the rectified sEMG signal is interpreted for the hand prosthesis as a rise in
the open-angle measure, or vice versa. One of the main goal in the control
architecture is to realize the control of position and stiffness independently
but simultaneously. However, while the muscles responsible for position con-
trol are contracted, other muscle groups are also contracted involuntarily.
The other undesirable condition is the contamination of electrocardiography
(ECG) signal into the muscle responsible for opening the fingers, pectoralis
major. ECG contamination is removed from the useful sEMG signal both
placing the electrode different line level with contamination zone and also
adding some bias term to the sEMG signal until ensuring the suppression
of the ECG signal effect. Pectoralis major and trapezius muscles are quite
efficient muscles in terms of ease in production of sEMG signal. Since they
enclose very large area on the chest and shoulder regions respectively, max-
imal contraction is not necessary during the position control of fingers. In
particular, normalized sEMG signal represented in the Eqn. (3.3) is realized
by %70 maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) instead of %100 MVC. This
solution also provides another benefit during the simultaneous control of po-
sition and impedance. Less than maximum contraction for the upper level
angular changes of fingers preserves the involuntarily contractions of biceps
and triceps muscles.
sEMGnormpos =
sEMGposition − sEMGbias
sEMG%70MVC
(3.3)
According to IMCJ method, muscle torque is produced based on a lin-
ear time-invariant process. Hence, the constants κ and λ in Eqn. (3.1) can
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be estimated through the experiments under the condition of isometric con-
tractions. Nonetheless, at any rate of muscular activities, muscle tension
is nonlinearly related with muscle length and muscle velocity. In addition,
it is reported in [69] and [70], when the limb joint is non-stationary, the
length of moment arms corresponding to the muscle groups alters. Due to
the fact that muscle stiffness varies as a function of muscle length and ve-
locity, the relation between the sEMG signals and dynamic joint stiffness is
nonlinearly affected by these factors. Moreover, conditioning sEMG signals
utilizing many signal processing techniques cannot perfectly decontaminate
sEMG signals from the environmental noise and motion artifacts. Thus, it
is inevitable to estimate stiffness with some error using IMCJ method.
Fortunately, some of the studies [8, 36] interested in human-subject ex-
periments regarding variable stiffness prosthesis proved that subjects would
prefer to arrange the impedance level of the prosthesis’s joint roughly, instead
of precisely. This helps people adapt/learn the execution of daily activities
by altering the impedance level rather than fine tuning it. In the light of
these studies, it is remarkable to emphasize that modulation of impedance in
a coarse manner is quite necessary and sufficient to increase the performance
and efficiency level of the hand prostheses owing to realization of matching
the mechanical properties of hand to requirement of the environment/task.
Hence, stiffness estimation using IMCJ method from intact forearm suffices
the control of VSA prosthetic hands.
3.3 Stiffness Estimation through sEMG Signals
Indices in Eqn. (3.1) discussed in Section 3.2 are estimated by performing
a series of experiments. This procedure is executed with the participation
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of a healthy student of Sabancı University (32-year-old female). Before the
experiment, participant is guided by a learning period to be experienced
about the task. The participant did not present any motor and sensory
impairment. The participant signed informed consent forms approved by the
University Research Ethics Council of Sabancı University. This experiment
is configured by mimicking the realtime experimental condition of hand and
arm posture attached to hand prosthesis. During the experiment, subject’s
arm configuration in space is determined to be the same orientation as in
the case of real-time experiments and use of hand prosthesis. This is the
appropriate solution to disregard impedance variation caused by the different
orientation of arm in space.
WloadWforearm
Biceps
Triceps
Lf
Lld
L
FT FB
Figure 3.2: Biomechanical system with the pivot at the elbow joint
According to the experimental idea visualized in Figure 3.2, elbow angu-
lar position is required to be kept at 90◦ such that forearm and upper arm
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are perpendicular to each other. This condition is provided when the antag-
onistic muscle groups on upper arm are isometrically contracted. From the
biomechanical point of view, it is visualized in Figure 3.2 that muscles are
not isotonically but isometrically contracted in order not to change the palm
level and exert forces to set the joint angle at desired level. This experimen-
tal procedure reflects the similar condition with that of an amputee who lost
his/her arm from below elbow level (a.k.a. transradial amputee) is able to
use their muscle groups in upper arm.
The task of the experiment is grasping a dumbbell while positioning the
arm at the same level, namely the forearm is configured horizontally while
the upper arm is perpendicular to the forearm and palm is facing down.
Experiment is repeated for five different load conditions. Participant begins
with lifting her forearm when hand is free of load and continues with lifting
the dumbbell with increasing load level (0.5kg, 1kg, 1.28kg, 2.26kg, 2.76kg,
3.76kg). Each condition has 20 trials and each trials last 20 seconds. The
first 500 samples of each trials are omitted from the data to exclude signal
outliers owing to initialization and motion artifacts. Net torque applied on
elbow joint is calculated in the Eqn.(3.4). Here, Wload and Wforearm denote
the weight of the load grasped by hand and weight of the forearm respectively
while Lld and Lf are the moment arm of the load and moment arm of the
center of gravity of the forearm with respect to the elbow joint.
τelbowjoint = WloadLld +WforearmLf (3.4)
During the execution of experiment, sEMG signals are also recorded from
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Biceps
Triceps
Pectoralis
   Major(a) (b)
Trapezius
Figure 3.3: The biceps and triceps muscles are employed for the stiffness
regulation in (a), while trapezius and pectoralis major muscles are employed
for position estimation in (b).
the biceps and triceps antagonistic muscle groups of the subject as shown in
Figure 3.3(a). sEMG signals are measured through the surface electrodes of
a sEMG signal acquisition device(Delsys-Bagnoli-8) with the sampling rate
of 1000Hz. Required signal conditioning for sEMG signals in Eqn. (3.1) is
depicted in Figure 3.4 and also a sample signal set obtained from the ex-
periment is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Measured sEMG signals sampled at
1kHz (using NI USB 6251 DAQ Device) are filtered against inherent and
environmental noises, and also motion artifacts with the aid of a Butter-
worth band-pass filter of 20 Hz low cut-off frequency and 500 Hz high cut-off
frequency. In order to extract the relation between joint torque and sEMG
signals, filtered signal is conditioned with a full-wave rectifier. In order to
obtain more smoothed ripple from the rectified signal envelope detector and
moving window method are implemented. As a final conditioning, sEMG
signal is normalized to correlate the right hand side of the Eqn. (3.1) with
the computed torque level in Eqn. (3.4).
The indices in Eqn. (3.1) are estimated by using vectors agon(sEMG),
anta(sEMG) and τ in multiple linear regression method. In linear model
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(Eqn. (3.5)), regression coefficients are computed with 95% confidence bounds.
In Eqn. (3.5), x and y denote the vector data of agon(sEMG), anta(sEMG)
respectively, besides m and n represent the indices, κ and λ required to be
estimated.
f(x, y) = mx− ny (3.5)
The estimation results are presented in Table 3.1. The quality measures
for estimated indices are represented by statistical measures R2 and root
mean square error (RMSE). The result of linear regression method analysis
is represented in Figure 3.6. As seen that quality of linear fitting is also
statistically represented by R2 is very close to one, while RMSE is accepted
to be zero.
Table 3.1: Estimation Results of Impedance Parameters
m n R-square RMSE
1,8612 1 0,9938 0,02941
3.4 Compensation against Muscle Fatigue
Muscle fatigue can be expressed as a decline in the level of amplitude of
sEMG, namely reduction in producing the ability of force by active muscle
groups during a ceaseless muscle activity [71]. The reason of muscle fatigue
encompasses the metabolic, structural and energetic alternations in muscles
owing to insufficient oxygen level and inadequate blood circulation respon-
sible for supply of nutritive substances and also decrease in the efficiency of
the nervous system. In particular, the potential reason of muscle fatigue is
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Figure 3.6: Result of linear regression analysis to estimate the indices of κ
and λ
classified under three groups, central fatigue, fatigue of the neuromuscular
junction and muscle fatigue [72].
The assessment of muscle fatigue is a very important research topic, es-
pecially, in the field of sEMG based control of prosthetics, neuromuscular
rehabilitation and the applications of functional electrical stimulation (FES)
systems. In the literature, many approaches have been proposed to esti-
mate the muscle fatigue. Simplest way is to identify onset time of the mus-
cle fatigue by measuring time while a subject is performing an activity, i.e.
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grasping a load at defined level under isometric contraction. This method
is known as mechanical manifestation of muscle fatigue [73]. Despite the
simplicity of this method, results are affected by the motivation of the sub-
ject during the experiment and his/her compliance to task conditions [74].
Besides, this method does not only provide continuous information during
the experiment and does not provide information about the fatigue level of
specific muscle group. Muscle fatigue can also be identified by controlling
the lactate concentration in muscle by taking blood samples at certain time
intervals. However, rarely taking samples does not given an insight into real-
time variations in muscle fatigue. Real-time monitoring of biomechanical and
physiological changes in a particular muscle fatigue during a predefined task
condition is feasible with measurements of the myoelectric signals on the sur-
face of the skin [75]. Although this method has disadvantages, such as exact
positioning of surface electrodes on desired muscles is not precisely realizable
and cross-talk of the myoelectric signals produced by the neighboring muscles
overlaps on the target sEMG signal, it can provide uninterrupted recordings
of muscle fatigue data, while an individual is performing an experimental
task.
A large number of studies have been performed using signal-based quan-
titative criteria of muscle fatigue, mostly in static, but also in dynamic condi-
tions. The non-invasive nature of this technique makes it prominent in many
fields, such as biomechanics, physiology, and ergonomics. There are numer-
ous classical and modern signal processing methods and techniques suitable
for application in sEMG-based muscle fatigue evaluation [76]. These meth-
ods are classified based on their defined domain, as time domain, frequency
domain, time-frequency and time-scale representations, and other methods
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such as fractal analysis and recurrence quantification analysis. Our inten-
tion is not to enlist and explain all related methods in detail but instead to
provide succinct description of a relevant method appropriate for integration
into our real-time tele-impedance control design.
During our experiments, muscle performance decreases as a function of
time and has an undesired effect on hand prosthesis control. In particular,
when the level of muscle fatigue increases, sEMG-based impedance and posi-
tion reference inputs are deteriorated. To illustrate, muscle fatigue problem
is demonstrated in Fig 3.7. Here, the green line represents the envelope of the
RMS method applied sEMG signals to emphasize the RMS variation during
the time. The objective is to estimate muscle fatigue behavior as a function
of time and include in the control architecture as a compensation factor in
estimated reference input. Most commonly used feature in time domain to
represent muscular effort and fatigue is methods responsible for amplitude
modulation on sEMG. As a time-domain feature, root-mean-square(RMS)
value is used to estimate behavior of muscle fatigue [77]. RMS of the sEMG
signal is defined by Eqn. (3.6).
RMS =
√√√√( 1
N
)
N∑
i=1
x2i (3.6)
In Eqn. (3.6), x2i is the i
th sample of the signal, and N is the number of
samples in the time interval.
In order to estimate fatigue behavior, an experimental procedure is ar-
ranged. During the experiment, human arm posture mimics its experimental
condition in the real-time tele-impedance control of prosthesis. During the
experiment, subject is requested to realize sustained isometric contractions.
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The experiment includes 10 sessions and each session lasts 30 seconds. In
each session, this procedure is repeated sequentially for 5 times.
The fatigue behavior from the sEMG data is estimated through 3 se-
quential conditioning stages. Firstly, it is band-pass filtered between 20-500
Hz to omit the undesired signals overlapped on the sEMG during the mea-
surement, e.g. electronic noise, motion artifacts, ECG cross-talks, power-line
interference. Secondly, filtered signal is normalized to make comparisons in
each session accurately. Finally, RMS method is applied on sEMG signals
to extract the time-dependent features. The experimental results in Fig. 3.8
present the fatigue characteristics of biceps and triceps muscles as a function
of time. Each trial in x-axis represents the time interval of the muscle con-
traction. As in this figure, a linear fit is obtained using the data cloud. The
equations of the linear fit expresses in Eqns. (3.7) and (3.8) are employed
during the work hours of the prosthesis to compensate for the decrease in
RMS amplitude due to the fatigue. Here, Cb and Ct in Eqns. (3.7) and (3.8)
represent compensation factors of fatigue for the muscles of biceps and tri-
ceps, respectively as a function of time. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the time
dependent compensation factors are included in a summation term to obtain
the stiffness and position reference estimations, which are not influenced by
the fatigue effect.
Cb = −0, 0118t+ 0, 143 (3.7)
Ct = −0, 0037t+ 0, 12 (3.8)
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Figure 3.8: Experimental results of average fatigue characteristics of biceps
and triceps
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Chapter 4
4 Experimental Evaluation of the Variable Stiff-
ness Transradial Hand Prosthesis
In this chapter, the objective is to demonstrate independent position and
impedance modulation of the prosthetic hand by means of two sets of ex-
periments. In the first case, it is shown that when position of the hand is
set to a certain constant value, device stiffness can vary without affecting its
position. The second case represents the capability of position modulation of
hand when the stiffness is set at a desired constant value. Each experiment
is realized with the contribution of human and without the contribution of
human, namely commanded by a PC work-station.
In addition to these studies, a different set of illustrative experiment is
also performed to demonstrate compliance and proposed control performance
of the variable stiffness hand prosthesis. In the studies mentioned in this
chapter, thumb is not included in the design and all tasks are performed
using the four fingers.
4.1 Setup and Experimental Procedure
The experiment is grouped into two classes. In the first place, mechanical suf-
ficiency is tested providing by the control input through a PC work-station.
Capability of independent control of position and stiffness is validated by
means of defined tasks to PC. Secondly, human is interacted with the hand
prosthesis and gives reference inputs to the control architecture using sEMG
signals. In the second part of the experiment, the objective is representing
the feasibility of independent control of position and stiffness provided by
the reference control inputs of human.
In the first case, hand prosthesis is attached to the human forearm as
depicted in Figure 5.1 (a). A linear actuator (ServoTube Linear Actuator,
Copley Controls) combined with precision position encoder is placed just un-
der the four fingers. Shaft of the linear actuator is controlled by giving a ramp
input reference signal with a small constant slope to exert slowly raised force
on fingers. Both brushed DC motors (Maxon motor) with harmonic drives of
VSA and a linear actuator are communicated with a PC workstation through
DAQ card (Quanser-Q8 USB). During the study, both linear actuator and
DC motors are controlled by a PD controller with gains empirically adjusted
to minimize steady-state error and display no overshoot.
In the first task, the aim is observing the position deviation of environ-
ment (shaft stroke of the linear actuator) with respect to the initial position
level of the shaft after contacting with fingers. This experiment includes
three subsections. In each section, stiffness of fingers are set at various lev-
els, i.e. at low, intermediate and high levels, position of the fingers are set
at 0◦, and the response of fingers to the shaft motion is observed. During
the experiment, for instance, hand’s stiffness is modulated at a previously
defined level and simultaneously ramped force input is applied by the linear
motor to the fingers. Position deviation of the shaft and applied force level
during the experiment are recorded. Their slope provides an estimate for
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the finger stiffness. The experimental results for this task are presented in
Figure 4.2. This figure is arranged according to order of increasing stiffness
value. In each graph, the best linear fit of the each trial and also their aver-
age with blue line are represented. As seen in the figure that first graph has
very small slope with respect to the other two graphes. The interval value of
stiffness represented in the second graph is not an exact middle value, just
an intermediate value. The slopes of each figure expressed in statement (4.1)
is obtained from the blue line.
k3 = 0, 53 < k2 = 2, 7 < k1 = 9, 1 (4.1)
In the second task, the objective is again observation of the position
deviation of environment when ramp force input is continuously applied to
the fingers. The difference arises from keeping the stiffness level of the fingers
same at all three experiments, but changing the position level of the fingers
to three different values of 0◦, (pi
6
)◦, (pi
3
)◦. When stiffness is set at a constant
level, ramped force input is simultaneously exerted on fingers. For three
different position conditions of fingers, the relation between the applied force
on finger surfaces and their position deviation with respect to the initial
condition provides an estimate about simultaneously modulation of finger’s
stiffness. The experimental results of this task are shown in Figure 4.3. Each
figure include the results of all trials and their average value with blue line.
As seen that average value of each slope is almost same in three graphes and
their value are expressed in the statement (4.2).
k1 = 0, 92 ' k2 = 0, 87 ' k3 = 0, 94 (4.2)
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The second experiment differs from the first experiment by integrating
the human inside control architecture to supply reference inputs to the sys-
tem. The purpose of the experiment is to demonstrate the feasibility of the
independent control of position and stiffness by human. All other experimen-
tal procedures are same with the first experiment explained above. Required
stiffness and position reference inputs are estimated as discussed in detail in
Section and employed for the control of hand prosthesis. In this experiment,
stiffness of fingers are adjusted to three different levels. Each subsession has
one stiffness level, i.e., low, intermediate, high levels. Position of the fingers
are controlled to 0◦. The results of the first task are presented in Figure 4.4
and it can be observed that average slope of each graph is increasing from
left to right depending on the modulated stiffness range of fingers. Their
stiffness relations are also presented in statement (4.4).
k3 = 0, 51 < k2 = 2, 6 < k1 = 9, 5 (4.3)
In the second task of the experiment, desired position level of each fingers
are set to 0◦, (pi
6
)◦, (pi
3
)◦ and keeping the stiffness level constant (0◦) with
the position and stiffness references supplied by sEMG signals, respectively.
Under these conditions, position deviation of shaft and applied force to the
fingers are recorded. The results representing these recordings are expressed
in Figure 4.5.
k1 = 0, 92 ' k2 = 0, 87 ' k3 = 0, 92 (4.4)
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4.2 Illustrative Experimental Results
In the second part of the study, the objective is to demonstrate the capabil-
ity of prosthesis with some illustrative experiments. This study reveals the
necessity of compliance property of fingers and also independent control of
position and stiffness modulation of hand. During the study, hand prosthesis
is attached to human forearm with its connectors (in Figure 2.14) at two
points so that the realistic conditions for an amputee is approximated. As
discussed in Section , four different muscle groups are used to control position
and stiffness of the hand prosthesis.
The main purpose of the study is to grasp many different three-dimensional
objects with various material characteristics, such as fragile, elastic (de-
formable), rigid structural properties. In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, it can be
observed that the hand is capable of grasping different geometry of objects,
cylindrical, triangular, square, elliptic, and many complex shapes. Depend-
ing on the shapes of objects and grasp orientation of hand in space, only
required number of fingers becomes functional as a result of self-adaptiveness
and compliance.
Another significant property of hand is presented by modulating hand
stiffness depending on the materials of the objects. In Figure 4.8, many
different property of objects, such as elastics (e.g., sponge), fragile (e.g. egg)
are successfully grasped. The importance of this property comes into the
picture while grasping an object without slipping but not deforming the
object.
All illustrative examples presented here are available in video format at
the link: http://hmi.sabanciuniv.edu/
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4.3 Discussion
Passive compliance includes many benefits for prosthetic hands. Compliance
increases the success in grasping of objects of different geometric shapes.
Hand with compliant fingers minimizes the magnitude of grasping force at
the initial interaction to prevent any initial damage. These advantages are
quite significant while grasping an unstructured object in an unknown envi-
ronment. In addition, the capability of stiffness modulation using variable
stiffness actuators (VSA) makes hand prosthesis more dexterous allowing in-
teractions with various types of objects, such as fragile, deformable, rigid
ones.
In the sense of hand prosthesis, mechanical success does not suffice to sat-
isfy the requirements of an amputee. It should provide ease in control and
require short adaptation phase for successful use. Providing a natural con-
trol interface, similar to neuromuscular control of a real hand is a desirable
for hand prosthesis. In other words, including natural control idea in hand
prosthesis results in less effort to learn its use and requires less concentration
and intentional control effort. This strategy is possible by integrating sEMG
signals produced by humans into the control architecture of hand prosthe-
sis. Control of VSA integrated hand prosthesis is realized using a natural
human-machine interface that utilizes sEMG signals measured from the sur-
face of the upper arm, chest and shoulder. In this control technique, called
tele-impedance control [11], position and impedance parameters are instantly
estimated through sEMG signals and sent to the control module of VSA inte-
grated prosthesis as control references. The control of impedance is realized
automatically as if natural control of real arm stiffness and position control
of fingers are achieved intentionally.
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In this dissertation, the hand prosthesis fabricated using an unsophisti-
cated prototyping technique which reduces the construction complexity and
decrease the cost of the fabrication without compromising the benefits of pas-
sive joint compliance and robustness. Robustness is a very challenging factor
in multifingered robot hands while grasping different category of objects.
Their expensive manufacturing and vulnerabilities in unknown environment
limit their experimental task contents and decelerates implementation due to
the meticulous attention in programming. Our design introduces construc-
tion of fingers composed of silicon rubber with ABS material, which out-
performs conventional finger construction with metal prototypes and rigid
joint structures. In the design, fingers are actuated in both direction, flex-
ion and extension tendons. Force transmission in all mechanism is realized
through Bowden cables. Thanks to the Bowden cable based transmission,
VSA’s are placed any suitable location. VSA mechanisms in and prosthe-
sis play important role in the self-adaptation to unstructured environment.
VSA’s reflects desired impedance and position levels produced by human
biopotential signals to the compliant, underactuated fingers depending on
the requirement of environment or properties of grasped object. VSA’s pro-
vides number of advantages, since they provide fast enough reactions to the
unstructured environmental conditions thanks to its passive elements, do not
require complex control algorithms with respect to the systems working with
active impedance control, outperform in terms of energy efficiency.
In addition, VSA hand prosthesis and its sEMG interface for tele-impedance
control enable amputees to control the impedance of the prosthetic hand to
appropriately match the requirement of the task at hand. Both desired im-
pedance and position of hand are estimated through the sEMG signals and
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employed to control the VSA hand prosthesis. In particular, fingers’ im-
pedance regulation is realized through the impedance measurements of the
intact upper arm, this control takes place naturally and automatically dur-
ing the interaction with the environment. Regulation of fingers’ position is
realized intentionally by the amputee through the estimated position mea-
surements of chest and shoulder muscles. The proposed control interface has
number of benefits, since impedance modulation takes place naturally from
task to task or performing activities of daily living without requiring atten-
tion of the amputees, extra concentration and diminishing their functional
ability. Consequently, this approach does not require long-term rehabilita-
tion periods, or interfere with control of intact body segments, and provides
amputee with easiness in use.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic description of the experimental setup
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Figure 4.2: Stiffness Modulation of Hand through PC Workstation. Here,
gray zone represents the results of each trial. The blue line represents the
average value of ten trials.
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Figure 4.3: Position Control of Hand through PC Workstation. Here, gray
zone represents the results of each trial. The blue line represents the average
value of ten trials.
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Figure 4.4: Stiffness Modulation of Hand through sEMG Signals. Here, gray
zone represents the results of each trial. The blue line represents the average
value of ten trials.
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Figure 4.5: Position Control of Hand through sEMG Signals. Here, gray
zone represents the results of each trial. The blue line represents the average
value of ten trials.
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Chapter 5
5 Human Subject Experiments to Investigate
Efficacy of Stiffness Modulation
Several studies conducted on neuromotor control provide evidence that hu-
mans have enough capacity to vary their impedance level depending on the
requirements of the tasks [1–6]. It is observed in these experiments that hu-
mans control the mechanical impedance of their relaxed arm to be kept at low
level, for tasks with no prior information in unstructured environment [7].
Besides, humans increase the impedance level of their arms by means of
co-contraction of their antagonistic muscle pairs such that they suppress the
perturbations or preserve arm stability against disturbances [3]. Humans can
also react to the unexpected disturbances by adjusting their arm impedance
and this adjustment includes reflexive contributions [78]. The mentioned
properties of the neuromusculoskeletal system enable humans to naturally
and stably interact with their environment [65, 79]. The ability of impe-
dance variation provides human perform activities with different difficulty
levels, from grasping a bouncing ball to holding a child’s hand while walking.
Controllability of arm impedance transforms the human arm into a dexter-
ous manipulator since it adapts its dynamics based on the various type of
physical interactions.
On the other hand, currently available hand prostheses posses impedance
properties that cannot be controlled during the activities of daily living
(ADL). For instance, joint impedance of the body powered prosthesis is set
through the impedance of the intact human joint and mechanical design of
the prostheses during the operation. Traditional EMG controlled prostheses
adjust the joint impedance through the gains of a proportional velocity con-
troller [80]. In these studies, endpoint impedance of the prosthetic limb is
influenced by the mechanism between prosthesis and the residual limb of the
amputee [36, 81, 82]. Since these prosthetic limbs lack of user-controlled im-
pedance control, their performance stays limited while performing the ADL.
We anticipate that user-controlled impedance increases the dexterity of a
prosthesis and improves the amputee’s performance while interacting physi-
cally with the environment. In this study, we study the efficacy of the user-
controlled impedance on physically attached transradial hand prosthesis. In
order to test the necessity of this improvement, physical interactions with the
prosthesis are designed to replicate ADL and help us evaluate the usefulness
of the impedance regulation with a series of systematic experiments.
5.1 State of the Art
The idea of integrating impedance modulation into prosthetic limbs has been
first proposed and experimented in [33–35]. In these studies, sEMG signals
are utilized to obtain estimations for impedance and velocity references to
be used in the adaptive impedance control of Boston elbow prosthesis in a
crank-turning tasks. Since the Boston elbow prosthesis is structured in rigid
form, estimated impedance references could not be effectively transferred to
the prosthesis due to the controllable bandwidth of the actuators. Besides,
the Boston elbow prosthetic device appears rigid outside of the bandwidth
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region. Moreover, including software based impedance modulation into sys-
tems necessitates non-stop use of actuators, which results in more energy
consumption. Alternatively, in [36], the drawback of the bandwidth limita-
tion is reduced to a certain extent integrating series elastic actuation (SEA)
in the design of elbow prosthesis and its impedance is modulated through the
amputee’s sEMG signals. With this design, impedance modulation ability
is still limited owing to the actuator bandwidth. Nevertheless, prosthetic
design with SEA provides compliance into design and keeps its output im-
pedance low above the control bandwidth. Thanks to the hardware based
integration, device robustness, reliability and safety are improved, especially
on the condition of impact with the environment. However, controlling the
interaction forces with SEA requires continuous use of actuators and is en-
ergetically inefficient as in the software based impedance regulation. In [59],
they proposed a variable stiffness actuation (VSA) to modulate stiffness of a
prosthetic wrist in a concept of a simulation study. VSA provides opportunity
to modulate desired impedance in hardware environment and the actuators
are only in use during the modulation and/or joint rotations. Hence, pro-
posed mechanical concept provides energy efficiency. Moreover, the desired
impedance can be enforced over the whole frequency spectrum, including fre-
quencies well above the controllable bandwidth of the actuators. One more
research group addressed the systematic study of user-controlled impedance
regulation for prostheses. In these studies [8–10], the aim is to identify the
characteristics of human impedance modulation while subject is performing
a series of pre-defined tasks. It is reported herein that task-dependent impe-
dance enhances user performance during the activities requiring interaction
with environment. In this study, however, designed experiments does not
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require impedance modulation within each task. Also the tasks limit sub-
ject’s impedance level at low or high range. In our experiments, impedance
variation within a task is allowed and humans are physically connected to the
robot, hence our test conditions more closely replicate the actual operating
conditions of a prosthetic device.
5.2 Overview of the Human Subject Experiments
In this study, a set of human subject experiments is conducted to find an
answer to the question: Does human controlled impedance modulation im-
prove the amputee’s performance during physical interactions with the envi-
ronment? The contribution of this study is to closely replicate the conditions
of an transradial amputee and investigate his/her physiological requirement,
while physically interacting with several (possibly unexpected) condition in
the environment and also performing ADL. In order to provide realistic con-
ditions for a healthy volunteer, the transradial hand prosthesis is physically
attached to the subject’s arm during these experiments. As a result, the
interaction forces acting on the transradial hand prosthesis are physically
reflected to the subject, as would be the case for an amputee. Moreover, the
prosthesis is located with the arm such that subject’s focus does not diverge
from task during the execution of the designed tasks.
During the experiment, subjects controlled a physical transradial hand
prosthesis to interact with a force feedback manipulandum while executing
tasks in virtual reality (VR). The working principle of the attached variable
stiffness transradial hand prosthesis is coherent with this study. VSAs in the
attached prosthesis are designed to serve as antagonistically arranged artifi-
cial muscles which are responsible for the impedance and position modulation
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of the hand prosthesis.
By means of these systems, subjects completed three one-degree-of-freedom
tasks: (1) Contact force minimization task in which the aim is to minimize
contact forces between the proxy, which represents moving object in the
VR, and the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis controlled through
sEMG signals of the able-bodied subject, (2) Trajectory tracking task in
which the aim is to minimize the trajectory error between virtual moving
object and the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis, and (3) Inter-
action with a variable impedance environment task in which the goal is to
keep the position of the virtual box at specified level while the mechanical
impedance of the virtual environment is randomly changing. All tasks are
performed using variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. These tasks
are intentionally chosen to resemble most common type of interactions and
we hypothesize that these tasks would enforce subjects to modulate their
impedance and simultaneously the prosthesis impedance to different levels.
5.3 Experiment Design
A human subject experiment is designed in two environments, physical and
virtual. Based on the defined task in the virtual environment, subjects per-
form the experiment using the physical system.
5.3.1 Experiment Setup
Human subject studies utilize a virtual environment and a force feedback
manipulandum. The impedance of the 1 DoF haptic interface is modulated
based on impedance control. Besides, the human interacts with the haptic in-
terface through the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis. The control
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references for the prosthesis are obtained directly through the human muscle
activation levels, namely sEMG signals. Both impedance and position mod-
ulations of the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis are conducted
based on the position and stiffness estimations obtained by means of sEMG
signals. Overall experimental configuration is depicted in Figure 5.1. Further
details of the virtual environment and haptic interface, and variable stiffness
transradial hand prosthesis are described in the following sections.
Virtual Environment
Movement
Visual Feedback
Physical 
Feedback
Haptic 
Interface
Variable Stiffness
 Transradial
Hand Prosthesis
Electrodes
for
Position
Regulation
Electrodes
for
Stiffness
Modulation
Proxy
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup
A Virtual Environment
1. Hardware: The virtual environment and the 1 DoF haptic inter-
face are represented in Figure 5.1. The haptic interface consists of
a direct drive linear motor (ServoTube Linear Actuator, Copley
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Controls) combined with precision position encoder, and is placed
just under the four fingers. Forces applied by the prosthetic hand
is measured by a force sensor (ATI Mini45) and its data transfer
to the computer is realized by the NI PCI-6250 DAQ card. Visual
feedback is provided via a computer monitor, which is placed in
front of the subject in order to display the task in a virtual en-
vironment. The movement realized in the virtual environment is
coherent with the movement realized by the handle on the shaft.
Both of the motions are realized in the vertical direction. The
data transfer between linear motor and a PC work-station is re-
alized through a DAQ card (Quanser-Q8 usb). Data are sampled
at 500 Hz during the all experiments. The task description is
programmed using VRealm Builder, real-time experiment is im-
plemented via MATLAB Simulink environment.
2. Modeling and Control: Subject interacts with the 1 DoF virtual
environment through the variable stiffness transradial hand pros-
thesis as shown in Figure 5.2.
The virtual environment is represented as a point mass m at po-
sition xv, while the mechanical impedance of the environment is
modeled with a spring with stiffness constant kv and a damper
with damping constant bv connecting the actual position xv of the
virtual point mass to the desired position xh controlled by the
subject. This model provides us with opportunity to mimic vari-
ous kinds of activities in environment in such a way that humans
necessitate to change their impedance level. The equation of mo-
tion for the virtual environment is expressed in Eqn. (5.1). Here,
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Fhaptic represents the environmental force exerted by the virtual
environment. Eqn. (5.1) is an expression of the virtual environ-
ment under the influence of external force.
mx¨v = −bv(x˙h − x˙v)− kv(xh − xv) + Fhaptic (5.1)
k b
m
xh
xv
Fhaptic
xv
x
h
k b
m
Fhaptic
(a) (b)
Fingers of the Prosthesis Haptic interface
Virtual Point
     Mass
Figure 5.2: a)Schematic representation of the interaction among prosthetic
device, haptic interface and virtual environment b) The relation between
haptic interface and the virtual environment
B Physical System (Variable Stiffness Transradial Hand Prosthesis)
1. Hardware: In this study, the haptic interface is manipulated by the
variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis commanded through
the sEMG signals. During the experiment, this prosthesis is phys-
ically attached to the human’s forearm with the mechanical ex-
tensions. One of the benefits provided by the mechanical connec-
tion is to mimic the condition of an amputee who is a transradial
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hand prosthesis wearer. Besides, it integrates all nonlinear effects
caused by the hand prosthesis into the experiment results. In ad-
dition, concentration of the subject is oriented to the behavior of
the transradial hand prosthesis while subject is performing the
tasks.
The important property of the hand prosthesis in this study is
its mechanical design, namely variable stiffness actuation which
enables amputee to vary the impedance level of the fingers and
also simultaneously and independently control their position. The
required analog inputs to control the the brushed DC motors of
the variable stiffness actuator (VSA) are sent to the PC through
the DAQ card (Quanser-Q8 USB) with the sampling rate of 500
Hz, real-time implementation is realized via MATLAB Simulink
environment. The control references for the VSA mechanisms are
obtained through the sEMG signals measured from the surface
of the upper arm, and chest and shoulder. The measurement
of the sEMG signals are realized through the surface electrodes
of a sEMG signal acquisition device (Delsys-Bagnoli-8) with the
sampling rate of 1000Hz.
2. Tele-Impedance Control:
This prosthetic hand with the antagonistic VSA realizes the im-
pedance regulation in hardware. A tele-impedance control archi-
tecture is also preferred to provide natural impedance control of
the variable stiffness transradial prosthetic hand for an amputee,
under control of human neuro-musculoskeletal system.
Simultaneous and independent position and impedance control
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Figure 5.3: The control interface of the VSA prosthetic hand: In the first
module, raw sEMG signals are measured from the intact forearm and relevant
groups within the remaining thumb musculature and a series of filters are
applied. In the second module, the desired position and stiffness levels are
estimated from the filtered sEMG signals. Finally, the closed loop position
and stiffness control of the variable stiffness prosthetic hand is handled by
the third module.
architecture of the antagonistic variable stiffness transradial hand
prosthesis through sEMG signals is presented in Figure 5.3. The
control of both position and impedance of the hand prosthesis
is achieved by two modules. In the first module of Figure 5.3,
required reference signals for the control of both impedance and
position are estimated through filtered and conditioned sEMG sig-
nals. Concerning the realistic scenario, for the transradial upper
extremity amputees, muscle groups inside the hand and forearm
are not appropriate for the EMG measurement. Hence, for the
position reference of the prosthetic’s fingers, sEMG signals are
measured from the different regions of the chest, concurrently for
the impedance reference, sEMG signals are recorded from the up-
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per arm. The second module depicts the closed loop control of
the VSA hand prosthesis to guarantee convergence of the actual
position and impedance values of the fingers to the estimated ref-
erences. Overall control architecture is closed through the visual
feedback, which helps amputee modulate his/her sEMG signals to
match the task requirements.
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5.3.2 Tasks
Subjects execute three simple tasks in two categories. The first task, the con-
tact force minimization task, aims to minimize contact forces acting on the
haptic interface by hand prosthesis. The second task, the trajectory tracking
task, aims to follow the trajectory of virtual object while random perturba-
tions are applied. In the third task, the interaction with a variable impedance
environment task, the aim is to preserve the initial condition of an virtual
object while environmental conditions are changing and the perturbations
are applied. We hypothesize that performing each task requires different im-
pedance levels. In particular, contact force minimization is performed with
low level impedance and trajectory error minimization is realized with high
impedance level, whereas interaction with a variable impedance environment
requires adaptation of impedance levels during the task. In literature, some
systematic studies are performed [8–10], however the observed cases are lim-
ited to reveal the requirement for adaptive impedance variation. Besides, in
our experiments, humans are physically connected to the robot, hence our
test conditions more closely replicate the actual condition of a prosthetic
device requirement.
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A Contact Force Minimization: In this task, while a virtual object is mov-
ing in one dimensional trajectory the variable stiffness transradial hand
prosthesis is manipulating the haptic interface to minimize the contact
force applied on the hand. This task is very similar to the holding
someone’s hand while walking as represented in Figure 5.4. In the ex-
perimental scenario, virtual moving object represents end effector of
the haptic interface that prosthetic device is interacting with. The dy-
namic equation of the virtual moving object is expressed in Eqn. (5.2).
In this equation, the mechanical impedance of the virtual object is in-
troduced by a stiffness with spring constant, kv and a damper with
damping constant bv, and the desired trajectory of the virtual moving
object is represented by xv. xh is the position level representing the
combined condition of prosthetic device and the manipulandum. Force
generated by the virtual environment (Fhaptic) is a result of the me-
chanical impedance of the moving object. During the experiment, in
the first three cases, stiffness level is predefined by the PC and position
control is realized through sEMG signals. In the last case, both posi-
tion and impedance levels of the fingers are modulated independently
and simultaneously through sEMG signals.
Fhaptic = −bv(x˙h − x˙v)− kv(xh − xv) (5.2)
In Eqn. (5.2), it is seen that the effect of environmental force on dynam-
ics can be reduced if the actual trajectory of the moving object becomes
very close to the desired trajectory of the moving object. However, in
this task, the desired position of the object is unknown to the subjects
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Figure 5.4: Representation of the Contact Force Minimization Task (a) Inter-
action between the hand prosthesis and haptic interface (b) Representation
of physical (haptic interface) and virtual environment
during the study, the impedance parameters between subject and vir-
tual moving mass can be minimized to make the task more easier. The
task provides no a priori knowledge for the subjects by randomizing
the desired trajectory of the moving object.
The desired trajectory is expressed in Eqn. (5.3).
xd2 = a1(sinκ1t+ ψ1)) + a2(sinκ2t+ ψ2) + bias (5.3)
Here, t represents the time and ψ1 and ψ2 are randomized between
[0, 2pi). Besides, a1, a2 and κ1, κ2 are determined based on range of
motion and maximum speed of the variable stiffness transradial hand
prosthesis and they are selected as 5, 5, 0.06, 0.012 respectively.
B Trajectory Tracking Task: In this task, while a virtual mass objects is
moving randomly in vertical axis, human is commanded to prosthetic
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device to follow the trajectory presented in the monitor. The model
of the task is represented in Figure 5.5. As depicted in Figure 5.6,
the task is following the trajectory changing randomly as a function of
time. Simultaneously, at random times force perturbations act by hap-
tic interface and are presented with green balls.The trajectory defined
by the sum of different characteristics of sinusoids with blue color is
a random trajectory produced by the Eqn. (5.4) and a sample of it is
presented in Figure 5.5. Here, t presents the time and ψ1 and ψ2 are
randomized between [0, 2pi). During task, random force perturbations
are applied to the virtual moving object at random time intervals. The
frequency and amplitude of the trajectory are determined during the
trial period of the experiment. It is based on range of motion and speed
of the prosthetic device. During the experiment, in the first three cases,
stiffness level is predefined by the PC and position control is realized
through sEMG signals. In the last case, both position and impedance
levels of the fingers are modulated independently and simultaneously
through sEMG signals.
xd = a1(sin(κ1t+ ψ1)) + a2(sin(κ2t+ ψ2) + bias (5.4)
C Interaction with a Variable Impedance Environment Task: In this task,
the aim is preserving the position level of the moving object at the
defined level while the mechanical impedance of the environment is
randomly varying. While performing the task, moving object and also
its haptic interface are perturbed. While hand prosthesis is exposed
the perturbation, subject gives an appropriate command to keep the
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Figure 5.5: The Model of the Trajectory Tracking Task
box at predefined level under the varying environmental conditions.
We hypothesize that this task requires continuous adaptation of the
prosthetic device to the varying environmental conditions. Adaptation
to the environment is realized by modulating the impedance level of the
prosthesis through the sEMG signals. During the experiment, fingers
of the prosthesis are attached to the haptic interface in order to control
the position level of the virtual point mass presented in Figure 5.8 at
desired level. During the experiment, in the first three cases, stiffness
level is predefined by the PC and position control is realized through
sEMG signals. In the last case, both position and impedance levels of
the fingers are modulated independently and simultaneously through
sEMG signals.
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Figure 5.6: Representation of the Trajectory Tracking Task in Virtual Envi-
ronment
5.3.3 Experimental Procedure
Before the experiment, participants are guided by a training period to get
experienced about the tasks. In particular, it is informed that subjects are
responsible for providing necessary sEMG commands to modulate impedance
automatically and position levels of the prosthetic device intentionally while
following the task displayed on the monitor. The experiment is conducted
with the participation of healthy students of Sabancı University. Participants
did not present any motor and sensory impairment. The participant signed
informed consent forms approved by the University Research Ethics Council
of Sabancı University.
At the beginning of the experiment, the variable stiffness transradial hand
prosthesis and the virtual environment are calibrated and initialized. The
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Figure 5.7: The Model of Interaction with a Variable Impedance Environ-
ment Task
calibration ensures the task in the virtual environment is properly presented
to the subject and finger’s position and stiffness are adjusted to be at relax
hand posture. Besides, since participant’s arm posture affects the arm im-
pedance, at the beginning of the each session subject’s forearm is arranged
to be perpendicular to the upper arm. For each three task, participant is re-
minded about their responsibilities. In order to minimize the fatigue effect,
participants are relaxed for 30 to 60 seconds between subsessions and this
break is also increased upon the subject’s request. Experimental procedure
for each task is represented in Figure 5.9. Human subject experiments have
4 sessions. Each subsession in the experiment is composed of five trials and
each trial lasts 15 seconds. This procedure is repeated five times by giving 1
hour break between each subsession to guarantee the subject’s freshness.
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Figure 5.8: Representation of the Interaction with a Variable Impedance
Environment Task in Virtual Environment
In order to investigate the effect of human dependent impedance mod-
ulation on prosthetic devices, experiments for each tasks are conducted in
two categories. In the first category, the impedance is adjusted by a PC
workstation to pre-set levels, and human merely supplies the position refer-
ence command to the prosthetic device. In this category, the impedance is
regulated to three different, i.e., low, intermediate, high levels. For instance,
position of the fingers are adjusted through sEMG signals of the subject
while the impedance level of the prosthetic hand is predefined to low level
through the command input supplied by the PC workstation. At first, when
the stiffness level is conducted to be set to low, the fingers are compliant,
participant is performing the task by commanding the position reference in-
put only. This procedure is repeated for the intermediate and high stiffness
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levels for the fingers as well. In the second category, both impedance and
position modulation of hand prosthesis are realized through the sEMG sig-
nals provided by the participants. In this category, impedance modulation is
realized automatically while the position regulation takes place intentionally.
The idea behind executing the tasks in two categories is to compare the hu-
man based control effect on the task performance with respect to the fixed
impedance levels.
For the contact force minimization task, subjects are required to control
the interactions with the haptic interface to minimize contact forces between
prosthesis and the end effectors. For the trajectory tracking task, subjects
are asked to overlap the mid point of the red cylinder to the green ball con-
trolling the physical proxy of the red cylinder. For the interaction with a
variable impedance environment task, subjects are expected to perform the
positioning of the box at desired level using the physical proxy of the box.
All tasks are executed with manipulation of the variable stiffness transradial
hand prosthesis physically attached to the participant’s forearm. Before per-
forming the tasks, subjects gain experience about the execution of the tasks
and the control of hand prosthesis by practicing the training session. The
number of training for each task is based on the learning period of the subject
and differs among subjects. Training period is repeated for the each session,
LS, IS, HS, VS. Subjects are informed to complete the training period be-
fore each session. During the experiment, the order of tasks is randomized
between subjects.
5.4 Preliminary Results
This section presents the experimental results with their statistical analysis.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the experiment design. Experiment
consisted of 4 sessions: Low Stiffness (LS) Level, Intermediate Stiffness (IS)
Level, High Stiffness (HS) Level, and Varying Stiffness (VS) Level. Capital T
represents the task training period before each session. Each session contains
5 subsessions, while each subsession has 5 trials.
5.4.1 ANOVA Results of The Experiments
The experiment consists of three factors, namely the tasks and cases modes
and the subsessions, thus for the statistical analysis, a repeated measures
ANOVA is employed to verify the tested hypotheses. The task mode is ana-
lyzed as a between-subject factor, with three different tasks of contact force
minimization, trajectory tracking, the interaction with a variable impedance
environment. Moreover, the case factor is also analyzed as a between subjects
factor with four different cases, predefined low level, intermediate level, high
level cases, and sEMG based variation cases. Five subsessions are analyzed
as a within-subject factor. Summary of ANOVA results over the performance
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Table 5.1: Summary of significance measured by ANOVA for average RMS
values
Effect Significance
Tasks F(2,9)=4.938, p < 0.05
Cases F(3,8)=4.536, p < 0.05
Subsessions F(4,36)=0.494, p > 0.05
error metric is listed in Table 5.1. The results reveal a significant main effects
of tasks and cases on the experiments and no significant effects of subsession
or interactions.
5.4.2 Contact Force Minimization Performance
Figure 5.10 represents the performance results of the subject in one-degree-
of freedom experiment with visual feedback. As seen that, subject shows
the best performance when the fingers’ stiffness are adjusted at lower level
(low). The performance metric is expressed by the RMS values of the net
contact force acting on the haptic interface. Performance results indicates
that performance of hand prosthesis with human based impedance modula-
tion is very close the performance of low level regulation predefined by the pc
workstation. In order to represent statistically significance between cases of
the task, paired ttest analysis is realized. Ttest analysis represents statisti-
cal significance between the pairs of low-intermediate levels, low-high levels,
intermediate-high levels, intermediate-sEMG, high-sEMG at p < 0.01, while
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all other pairs are found to be not significant.
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Figure 5.10: Box Plot of the Contact Force Minimization Task Performance
5.4.3 Trajectory Tracking Task Performance
Figure 5.11 represents the performance results of the subject in one-degree-
of freedom experiment with visual feedback. As seen that, subject shows
the best performance when the fingers’ stiffness are predefined at high level
(high). Besides, performance results indicates that performance of hand
prosthesis with human based impedance modulation is very close the per-
formance of high level regulation adjusted by the pc workstation. The per-
formance metric represented by the RMS value of trajectory error of the
haptic interface. The paired ttest analysis shows the statistical significance
between pairs of low-intermediate levels, low-high levels, low level-sEMG,
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intermediate-high levels, high level-sEMG at p < 0.01, while all other pairs
are found to be not significant.
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Figure 5.11: Box Plot of the Trajectory Tracking Task Performance
5.4.4 Interaction with a Variable Impedance Environment Task
Performance
Figure 5.12 represents the performance results of the subject in one-degree-of
freedom experiment with visual feedback. As seen that, subject shows the
best performance when the impedance modulation is realized by the human.
Since impedance modulation could not be adapted when the mechanical im-
pedance of hand prosthesis is set at a constant level. The mechanical impe-
dance of the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis should be varying
and adaptable when the mechanical impedance of the virtual environment is
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randomly changing. Hence, it is only possible when the impedance modula-
tion of the device is realized by the participant. The performance metric is
represented by the RMS error between the defined position level and actual
position of the virtual box. The paired ttest analysis shows the statistical
significance between pairs of low level-sEMG, intermediate level-sEMG, high
level-sEMG at p < 0.01, while all other pairs are found to be not significant.
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Figure 5.12: Box Plot of the Interaction with a Variable Impedance Envi-
ronment Task Performance
5.5 Discussions
These experiments are designed to reveal the requirement for different level
of impedance adjustment and suggest potential advantageous of human-
modulated impedance of prosthetic device. The one of important contri-
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bution of this study is to observe the varying impedance task on human-
impedance modulation and pc-impedance adjustment in three levels. The
second remarkable factor affecting the experiment results directly is to con-
nect the prosthetic limb physically to human arm to perform the defined
tasks.
Experiments are categorized in two sections to compare the human based
impedance control with the pc based impedance control. In pc based control,
the impedance modulation is adjusted by the command inputs supplied by
the pc workstation. In this category, each task is performed by modulating
the fingers’ impedance at low, intermediate and high levels separately. While
setting the impedance of the fingers to a constant level, position of the hand
prosthesis is controlled through the sEMG signals. Integrating this category
to the experiments provides us with the understanding the requirement of
human based modulation in prosthetic limbs. In the second category of the
experiment, both position and impedance of the prosthetic limb are modu-
lated through the sEMG signals while human is performing the tasks. The
results indicate that each task requires respective impedance level. Hence
there is no optimum impedance level for hand prostheses.
For contact force minimization task, best performance is realized when the
impedance level of the hand prosthesis are adjusted to a low level. Human-
modulated impedance level also supports this result and sEMG estimation
levels indicates the low impedance level as well. In the first category of he
the trajectory tracking task, the high level impedance of the hand prosthesis
provide best performance while subject is executing the task. for the sec-
ond category of the experiment, while impedance is also modulated by the
subject, the desired level is regulated at high level during the task perfor-
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mance. The result of the two tasks shows that the impedance level of the
hand prosthesis should not be designed at a constant level owing to satisfy
best performance for each task simultaneously. In the interaction with a vari-
able impedance environment task, the environmental conditions are unknown
by the subject and hence subject has no prior information about appropri-
ate impedance level for the task. In the first category of this experiment,
the impedance of the hand prostheses are adjusted to three different impe-
dance levels in each session. Since the environmental conditions are changing
during the experiment, hand impedance level can not be matched with the
task requirements. The result does not indicate the appropriate impedance
level for the hand prosthesis. When the impedance is modulated by the user
continuously during the second category of the experiment, the necessary
impedance level for the hand is provided by the subject depending on the
environmental conditions. The results also show that the best performance
of the interaction with a variable impedance environment task is represented
by the human-modulated impedance level through the sEMG signals.
The experimental results suggest that designing hand prosthesis with
human-modulated variable impedance property provides effective and high
performance use of these devices. The amputees can control the impedance
level of the prosthesis in a natural way through the sEMG signals and deter-
mine the appropriate impedance level to improve the performance in various
environmental conditions.
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Chapter 6
6 Conclusions and Future Works
In this work, design, manufacturing, and tele-impedance control of a variable
stiffness transradial hand prosthesis is presented. In addition, the benefits of
the user-based impedance modulation in hand prosthesis design are demon-
strated by means of the human-subject experiments. The proposed variable
stiffness transradial hand prosthesis is capable of modulation of impedance
and position of fingers and its compliant fingers can easily adapt unstructured
environments. Hence, depending on the environmental conditions, hand can
regulate its stiffness and transmit stiffness level of the VSA to the compli-
ant fingers. For instance, when the tasks require stiff interactions with the
prosthetic hand, VSA increase their stiffness level by changing the position
of the linear springs on the expanding contour.
The control of the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis were con-
ducted through the sEMG signals. The muscle groups were chosen based on
the condition of the transradial amputees. The position control of fingers
was executed through the muscles placed under shoulder and chest. Besides,
the impedance control of the fingers was realized through the intact muscle
groups placed under the upper arm. For this control, position and stiffness
references were estimated through the sEMG signals using the idea of the
working principle of the antagonistic muscle groups. The position of the
fingers were regulated intentionally through the contraction of the muscles
placed under the chest and shoulder. The stiffness modulation was automat-
ically realized through the muscles placed under the upper arm. Subjects did
not exert extra effort while modulating the impedance of the hand prosthe-
sis. The stiffness and position modulation of the variable stiffness transradial
hand prosthesis were validated with a series of human subject studies. It is
demonstrated that stiffness can be easily adjusted to three different levels,
while position is kept constant at a given reference value. Similarly, posi-
tion was controlled to three different references while the impedance is kept
constant. The working principles of the variable stiffness transradial hand
prosthesis and finger compliance were also demonstrated with illustrative ex-
periments. It is shown that, the variable stiffness transradial hand prosthesis
can achieve successful grasps for objects of various geometry and different
materials.
In the final part of the study, we hypothesized that human-based impe-
dance modulation improves an amputee’s performance during ADL. In order
to investigate the validity of this hypothesis, we executed a series of exper-
iments with a healthy volunteer. In these experiments, different category
of tasks were presented to subject. During the study, the variable stiffness
hand prosthesis was physically attached to the forearm of the volunteer. The
physical coupling of the prosthetic device and the human arm enabled inte-
gration of physical interactions experienced by amputees to be integrated in
the experiment. In addition, consistent placement of the prosthesis provided
proper hand-eye coordination. Experimental results provided evidence that
designing prosthesis with human based impedance modulation can signifi-
cantly improve performance level of the amputees while interacting with the
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various kind of tasks and/or unstructured environment.
Future works include integration of tactile feedback to variable stiffness
transradial hand prosthesis to provide direct feedback to amputee and con-
ducting experiments on larger set of volunteers involving transradial am-
putees to test efficacy of the proposed approach.
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